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Ride and Handling Analysis of an Urban Bus with Variable Tires Pressure 
Mohammed Khair Al-Solihat 
The ride, handling and dynamic pavement loading properties of road vehicles are 
strongly influenced by the tire pressure. Although the central tire inflation systems 
(CTIS) have been implemented in many road and off-road vehicles, the assessments of 
variable tire pressure have been limited to field measurements in the context of ride and 
dynamic tire loads transmitted to the pavement. This dissertation research explored the 
role of variable tire pressure on the ride, pavement loading and handling dynamic 
characteristics through development and analysis of comprehensive three-dimensional 
models of an urban bus. The ride dynamic model was formulated based on nonlinear 
component models derived from the laboratory measured data, including the two-
degrees-of-freedom driver-seat-suspension model. Considering that the passengers' load 
in an urban bus could vary from nearly none to the full passenger load, a tire pressure 
scheme in accordance with the passenger load was formulated and integrated in the 
model. The ride and dynamic pavement load properties of the vehicle were evaluated 
under random road roughness excitations corresponding to different tire pressures and 
passengers' loads. The influences of forward speed and road roughness conditions were 
also investigated. The results suggest that the use of nominal tire pressure under light 
passengers load would be detrimental to the ride vibration transmitted to the driver and 
the passengers, dynamic forces transmitted to the pavement and the forces transmitted to 
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the chassis structure. A variable tire pressure in accordance with the load would thus be 
highly beneficial, provided that the tire deflection is controlled to reduce the tire wear and 
heat buildup. 
The limited available tire data on the cornering properties as a function of the 
pressure were analyzed to propose a regression-based tire cornering force model in 
conjunction with the widely used Magic tire formula. Two- and three-dimensional 
handling dynamic models of the vehicle were developed and analyzed to investigate the 
influence of tire pressure on steady-state and transient directional performance of the 
vehicle. The responses of the two models revealed reasonably good agreements in the 
steady-state handling, while the three-dimensional model accounted for the vehicle roll 
motion, which was observed to be considerably larger under lower tire pressures. The 
directional responses attained under different steering inputs and forward speeds 
suggested that a lower tire pressure increased the vehicle roll motions slightly due to 
reduced effective roll stiffness, while the high inflation pressure revealed greater 
oversteer tendency at higher tire pressures. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction and Objective of Study 
1.1 Introduction 
Central tire inflation systems (CTIS) offer vehicle operations with variable tire 
pressure in response of changing speed and pavement surface conditions to achieve 
desired mobility performance with reduced pavement contact stresses. Such systems have 
been widely employed in military vehicles for enhancement of mobility over different 
terrains, and forestry products transport vehicles for preservation of unpaved roads [41]. 
A CTIS system offers considerable potential for: (/) improving vehicle ride performance 
over rough terrains by reducing the tire pressure and thus the tire stiffness; (/'/) improved 
pavement load performance by distributing the tire loads over a greater contact area; (in) 
improved operating efficiency by minimizing the unscheduled interruptions caused by 
tire leaks; (iv) possibly improved handling by ensuring identical pressure in all the 
vehicle tires; and (v) uniform tire wear. In recent years, such systems are increasingly 
being applied in highway freight and passenger transport vehicles. 
Variation in tire pressure strongly influences nearly all the performance measures 
of road as well as off-road vehicles. The effective stiffness o f tires in lateral, roll and 
vertical modes is directly related to the inflation pressure, which determines the handling 
roll stability and ride performances. A lower tire pressure can yield greater isolation of 
road-induced vibration and reduced road stresses but may also affect the cornering force 
in an adverse manner. 
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A number of concerns related to safety dynamic performance of CTIS systems 
have thus been expressed when vehicles operate with low pressure tires. These relate to: 
tire failures due to rapid overheating and wear of tires; increased rolling resistance and 
thus reduced fuel efficiency; adverse effects on handling performance and roll stability. 
The performance potentials of CTIS systems have been mostly evaluated through field 
measurements of ride vibration and tire force responses in agricultural, military and 
forestry vehicles [41]. The handling properties of vehicles operating with variable or 
lower tire pressure have not been evaluated. Moreover only minimal efforts have been 
made to develop simulation or analytical models to establish the performance 
characteristics of a CTIS system or to identify the optimal tire pressure for the ranges of 
vehicle speed and road roughness. 
Urban buses operate with wide variations in passenger load and speeds on roads 
with varying surface roughness. A survey of number of passengers using city buses on 
different routes in Montreal and Longueuil regions has shown that buses mostly operate 
with only a few passengers, while they tend to be fully loaded over the short rush periods 
[1]. Moreover, their operation on city roads with greater surface roughness and abrupt 
irregularities causes comprehensive magnitudes of whole-body vibration to the 
passengers and the driver [1,5]. Considering the extreme variations in passengers loads 
and road roughness, the use of a variable tire pressure system in city buses could be 
beneficial. A CTIS system could help achieve desired controlled pressure depending on 
the passengers load, operating speed and road roughness. A recent study has conducted 
road measurements to assess the feasibility of a CTIS system for urban buses. It was 
shown that the low tire pressure is beneficial for enhancing shock and vibration ride 
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environment of vehicle, while the subjective judgments revealed negligible effect on 
handling [5]. 
The variations in tires pressure affect ride tire loads and handling performance of 
a vehicle in a highly complex and coupled manner. In this dissertation research, the 
influences of variations in the tire pressures of an urban bus on the dynamic ride, 
pavement loading and handling performances are systematically investigated through 
formulations and analyses of analytical models of the vehicle and its components. The 
analyses are performed for a wide range of variations in the passengers' load and road 
roughness. The results are used to identify optimal tires pressures as a function of the 
operating load. 
1.2 Literature Review 
An analytical study on the role of tire pressure on the vehicle performances 
involves thorough understanding of the vehicle components, particularly the tires and 
suspension and ride and handling dynamics analyses. The reported relevant studies are 
thus reviewed to build the essential knowledge and scope of the study. The reviewed 
studies grouped under relevant topics are briefly summarized below. 
1.2.1 VERTICAL AND CORNERING PROPERTIES OF TIRES 
The properties of tires, particularly the tire stiffness, are known to strongly 
influence all the performances of a vehicle. Identifying the effect of operating conditions 
on the tire stiffness properties and relating the effects of such conditions to the inflation 
pressures is an essential and challenging task. The dynamic behavior of vehicles is 
predominantly influenced by the tire dynamic properties, which are mainly represented 
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by cornering, braking and tractive characteristics. In addition, tire vertical stiffness and 
damping properties influence vehicle vibration characteristics and ride behavior. The tire 
dynamic properties, being characterized by forces and moments acting at the contact 
patch between the tire and the road surface result from tire deformations, which are 
functions of tire elastic properties and the tire-road interface adhesion [1]. 
Lateral deformations are produced by side-slip angle and/or inclination angle of 
the tire-wheel assembly. At small values of lateral slip, the tire dynamic characteristics 
are almost exclusively dependent on tire elastic properties and are nearly independent 
of tire-road friction. With increasing values of lateral slip, the contribution of elastic 
deformation decreases, while that of the tire-road friction increases. At large slip angles 
approaching the limits of tire performance, the tire-road friction becomes the major 
factor in determining the tire dynamic properties [6,13]. The dynamic characteristics of 
some tires have been mostly studied through laboratory and road tests, although some 
analytical models have been developed, which describe the tire dynamic properties in 
terms of tire deformation and tire elastic properties [1,2,12]. The vertical properties of 
tires are generally evaluated through measurement of static wheel-load deflection 
characteristics-which may not adequately describe the dynamic properties [14]. The 
rolling dynamic stiffness is usually determined by measuring the response of a rolling 
tire to a known harmonic excitation. Alternatively the dynamic vertical stiffness and 
damping properties of tires are derived from measurements of vibration transmission 
properties of tires on a rolling drum or a moving belt [6,15]. Although considerable 
attempts have been made to establish a definite relationship between the static and 
dynamic stiffness of tires, the findings seems to be contradictory. A few studies suggest 
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that the rolling dynamic stiffness of car tires may be 10-15% less than the static stiffness 
[6]. Other studies on heavy truck tires have established that the dynamic stiffness is 
approximately 5% less than the respective static value [6]. 
A number of regression-based models have been proposed to relate cornering 
and braking properties of tires to normal load, side-slip angle and slip ratio [6,21]. The 
'magic formula' tire model, proposed by Pacejka et al. [21] is most widely used in 
vehicle dynamic studies. Earlier studies have formulated tire models by considering the 
tire tread as an elastic band [6]. Hewson [2] proposed a simple mathematical tire model 
for estimating the tire cornering stiffness, assuming negligible stiffness due to soft 
sidewalls. It has been suggested that the results predicted using this model is likely to 
be within 30 percent of the actual measured data [2]. 
The vertical, traction/braking and cornering properties of tires are greatly 
influenced by inflation pressure, apart from many other design factors. The role of 
inflation pressure, however has received relatively less attention particularly for heavy 
vehicle tires. Considering the evolutions in wide ranges of tires and the drive to operate 
vehicles with relative high pressure tires, the effects of tire pressure on the tire properties 
have been explored in a number of studies in the recent years. Kasprzak et al. [16] 
described the influences of inflation pressure on the lateral force and aligning torque 
through measurements of a racing car tire. The study showed that a lower inflation 
pressure could increase the lateral force capability of the tire under normal loads, while 
an opposite effect was observed under higher loads. Schmeitz et al. [18] investigated the 
influence of inflation pressure on the force and moment characteristics of five different 
passenger car tires of sizes ranging from 155/70 R13 to 225/55 R16. The study measured 
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pure lateral and longitudinal slip characteristics under four vertical loads and three 
different inflation pressures. The study concluded that a higher inflation pressure yields 
lower cornering stiffness under light normal loads but higher cornering stiffness under 
higher vertical loads as reported in study [16,17]. These effects where further 
incorporated in the analytical model of the tires. An increase in inflation pressure will 
also lead to higher carcass stiffness, leading to relatively lower side-slip angle 
experienced by the contact patch. Under light loads, the carcass side-slip is most likely 
attributed to relatively small deflection of the tread, which causes the lateral force to 
decrease. Under higher loads, the side-slip deformation is augmented by the deformation 
of the tread that most likely contributes to greater lateral force. 
The vertical stiffness properties of tires have also been reported under different 
inflation pressure and normal loads [30]. These clearly illustrate increase in vertical 
stiffness of tires with increasing inflation pressure, which is mostly attributed to higher 
carcass stiffness. A regression model of the static truck tire stiffness has been proposed as 
a function of the normal load and inflation pressure on the basis of the reported measured 
data [1]. The braking/traction or longitudinal properties of tires are also dependent on the 
inflation pressure, although only minimal efforts have been made to characterize such 
properties as function of inflation pressure. The effect of inflation pressure changes on 
the slip deformation and peak friction coefficient has been experimentally investigated 
[30]. 
A few studies have further described the effects of variations in inflation pressure 
on the physical properties of tires. A change in inflation pressure tends to alter the size, 
shape and contact pressure distribution in the footprint of the tire and tire-road adhesion. 
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A higher inflation pressure will cause the size of the footprint to shrink leading to 
concentration of higher contact pressure near the center of the footprint and less tire 
distortion [16,17]. Furthermore, the distribution of contact stresses at the tire-road 
interface changes significantly with the inflation pressure [11]. Depending on the 
deformability of the ground, the changes in inflation pressure also affect the rolling 
resistance of the tire [6]. On hard surfaces, the rolling resistance generally decreases with 
an increase in the inflation pressure [6]. On soft deformable terrains, high inflation 
pressure would cause high sinkage of tire in soil and would thus lead to poor mobility 
[11]. The studies seem to suggest somewhat moderate effect of inflation pressure on the 
cornering properties of a tire. In general, the cornering stiffness of tires increases with an 
increase in the inflation pressure. 
1.2.2 DYNAMIC WHEEL LOADS AND ROAD DAMAGE POTENTIAL 
Heavy freight and passenger vehicles transmit higher dynamic loads to the 
highways, urban roads and bridge structures leading to their rapid deterioration. The 
magnitudes of dynamic wheel loads and stresses tend to be significantly higher than the 
static loads, and depend upon many factors, including vehicle weight and dimensions, 
axle loads, suspension and tire properties, road roughness, speed, etc. [5]. The 
magnitudes of dynamic tire loads distributed over pavement are strongly influenced by 
the tire inflation pressure. A higher inflation pressure imposes greater compressive 
pavement stress due to lower contact area, while a lower contact pressure may impose 
greater shearing at the pavement [11]. The dynamic tire loads transmitted to the pavement 
further depend on the dynamic properties of the vehicle in a highly complex manner. 
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The vertical tire load transmitted to the road surface comprises two components: 
the static load and a fluctuating component known as the dynamic tire force or dynamic 
wheel (axle) load. The static load depends on the geometry and mass distribution of the 
vehicle and the static load sharing properties of the suspension system [11]. The dynamic 
tire forces are attributed to motions of the moving sprung and unsprung masses of the 
vehicle excited by pavement surface roughness. It has been shown that the magnitudes of 
dynamic tire forces are also strongly influenced by the suspension properties [8]. Well-
designed soft air suspensions with adequate damping generally cause lower dynamic 
loads than the mechanical suspensions [26]. The relative pavement loading 
aggressiveness of different vehicles and suspensions has been conveniently assessed in 
terms of a parameter referred to as the 'Dynamic Load Coefficient' (DLC). The DLC is 
defined by the coefficient of variation of the tire force or the ratio of standard deviation of 
the dynamic tire force to the static tire force [27]. Although, the DLC serves as a 
convenient measure for assessing the relative pavement aggressiveness of different 
suspensions, tires and vehicles, the measure does not describe the compressive and shear 
stresses of the pavement surface. Furthermore, the measure is highly sensitive to the axle 
loads and may lead to misleading interpretations under varying loads [5]. 
Eisenmann [7] defined the 'road stress factor' to assess pavement damage 
potential of dynamic tire forces. The approach employs the fourth-power low proposed in 
the early study by AASHTO [5] and a measure of DLC assuming even distribution of the 
damage along the pavement. The 'road stress factor', <f>, is related to static and 
instantaneous forces in the following manner: 
0 = £[F t(t)4] = ( 1 + 6s2 2 + 3s3) F t 4 ( U ) 
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Where F,(t) is the instantaneous tire force at time /, Ft is the static tire force, s is the 
coefficient of variation of the dynamic tire force or the DLC, and E[ ] is the expectation 
operator. 
Deterioration of pavement structures and surfaces occurs as a result of many 
factors including the loads applied by the heavy vehicle tires, and the combined effects of 
traffic loads and environmental conditions [26]. The tire load and distribution of 
compressive stress in the "contact patch" or "footprint", are however, the most important 
indicators potential pavement responses, which are further dependent on the tire inflation 
pressure. A lower tire pressure would result in longer "footprint" and thus distribute the 
wheel loads over a greater pavement area [4,11]. Sweatman [8], however, reported that 
somewhat opposite was true for heavy vehicles employing some of the mechanical 
suspensions. For a given load, the dual tire assemblies generally yield a larger total 
contact area and thus lower compressive stresses than the wide-base single tires [11]. 
Cebon [11] concluded that the net road contact area of wide single tires is significantly 
smaller than dual tires for the same load, and the contact pressures are consequently 
higher. As a result the overall road damaging potential of wide— single tires is thought to 
be considerably higher than the dual pairs, despite the smaller dynamic tire force 
fluctuations. The design of modern wide-base single tires, however, can provide 
effectively larger contact area comparable to that of a dual-tire combination fl 1]. 
1.2.3 TIRE AND SUSPENSION MODELS 
The nonlinear and linear models of various heavy vehicle mechanical suspensions 
have been widely reported in the literature [6,10], while the tire models are still evolving 
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partly due to complexities associated with the multilayer composite structure and partly 
due to constant changes that are being made to the materials or compounds [6]. The 
reported tire models are thus briefly discussed in this section. 
Owing to the complexities associated with tire structure and material properties, 
the majority of the tire models seem to based on measured data and not on the structure 
or material properties [19]. The tire forces distributed over the tire-road contact patch are 
typically evaluated through simulations using the measured tire properties [11]. The 
distributed forces are generally expressed by two components in the plane of the contact 
attributed to braking/traction and cornering forces, and a normal force component 
distributed over the contact patch. The two tangential components in the plane of the road 
surface are usually modeled separately since they primarily depend on independent 
parameters, such as normal load, the longitudinal slip and the side-slip [20]. These are 
generally described by a range of regression models identified from the measured data. 
Of these, the Magic tire formula is most widely accepted for handling dynamic analyses 
of road vehicles [6,11]. This model permits for determination of all the force and moment 
components generated by the tire in pure cornering, pure longitudinal and combined 
cornering and braking analysis [10]. The Magic Tire formula is expressed in the 
following form: 
Y = y + sv 
y = D sin[C tan_1{fix - E(Bx - tan_ 1(5x) )}] 0 -2) 
x = X - Sh 
Where Y is an output variable, such as longitudinal force or lateral force or aligning 
moment; X is the input variable, such as side-slip angle or longitudinal slip; parameters 
B, C and E represent stiffness, shape and curvature factors, respectively, while D denotes 
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the peak of the variable. The constants Sf, and Sv are the horizontal and vertical shifts, 
respectively, in the force-slip or moment-slip relationships. This empirical formula is 
capable of producing characteristics that closely match the measured data in the lateral 
force Fy and the longitudinal force Fx, as functions of their respective slip quantities. The 
constants B, C, D, E, Sh and Sv are identified from measured data [10,21]. For small slip 
angles and small slip ratio values, the linear tire force relation between Y and X can be 
approximated by: 
Y=(BCD)X (1.3) 
The quantity BCD thus represents the cornering stiffness or the longitudinal tire stiffness. 
Nicolas and Comstock [20] proposed a regression model to predict the braking 
and cornering forces under combined braking and steering maneuvers. The model, 
however, resulted in relatively poor correlations with measured data under certain 
conditions. A Modified Nicolas-Comstock model (MNC) was subsequently proposed in 
[20], where the braking and cornering forces are related to side slip a and deformation 
slip is, as: 
rf . , Uis)Fy(.ay(isCaY + (1 - s)2(Fx(is) cos (a) ) 2 
Fx(a, is) = 2 = (i .4) 
Ca^(isFy(<i)) + (Fx(is) tan (a))2 
Fx(.is)Fy(a)J(CsSin (a ) ) 2 + (1 - s ) 2 ( F y ( a ) cos (a)) 
Fy(a,Q= * d-5) 
Cs cos ( a ) J ( i s F y ( a ) ) + (FX(Q tan (a))2 
Where Fx(is) is the longitudinal force corresponds to zero side-slip angle {a=0) and Fy(a) 
is the lateral force corresponding to zero longitudinal slip ratio (is=0) . Fx(a ,is) and Fy(a 
,is) are longitudinal and lateral forces, respectively in the presence of side-slip and 
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deformation slip ratio. Cs is the longitudinal stiffness and Ca is the cornering stiffness of 
the tire, and s is the deformation slip. 
One of the simplest theories for predicting the cornering force available at a 
specific slip angle in the presence of a tractive or braking force is based on the friction 
ellipse concept [6]. The friction ellipse concept is based on the assumption that the tire 
may slide on the ground in any direction if the resultant of the longitudinal force (either 
tractive or braking) and lateral (cornering) force reaches the maximum value defined by 
limiting value of the coefficient of road adhesion and the normal load on the tire. 
However, the longitudinal and lateral force components may not exceed their respective 
maximum values Fxmax and Fymax, which are generally identified from the measured tire 
data, and constitute the major and minor axis of the friction ellipse, respectively, as 
shown in Figure 1.1. 
Figure 1.1: The friction ellipse concept relating the maximum cornering force to a given 
longitudinal force [6]. 
The available cornering force Fy(a,iJ at a given slip angle, for any given tractive or 
braking force Fx(a,iJ, is then determined from the following relationship: 
/Fx(a,Q\2




1.2.4 HANDLING ANALYSES AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES 
The handling characteristics of road vehicles have been extensively investigated 
using a wide range of analytical vehicle models. These include one-, two- and three-
dimensional linear and nonlinear models involving linear and nonlinear component 
properties. A number of simulation models have been reviewed in a study by El-Gindy 
and Wong [31]. The one dimensional two-degrees-of-freedom (DOF) yaw-plane bicycle 
model, representing the lateral and yaw motions of the vehicle, is perhaps the simplest 
model that has been extensively used to obtain handling performance of road vehicles 
[6,10]. The model is valid for constant forward speed, assuming that braking forces do 
not greatly affect the lateral or yaw stability of the vehicle. Furthermore, the normal loads 
of the right-and left-track tires on each axle are assumed to be equal and thus no lateral 
load shift is considered. This model is thus inadequate to describe the roll motion of the 
sprung and unsprung masses associated with centrifugal acceleration excitation due to 
turning maneuver. 
A number of two- dimensional yaw-plane handling dynamic models have been 
developed to describe the lateral and yaw motions of the vehicle subject to steering inputs 
similar to the bicycle model. These models consider lateral load shift influenced by the 
lateral vehicle acceleration, although the roll dynamics is neglected [10]. These models 
employ either linear or nonlinear properties of tires. The contributions due to-roll 
dynamics of the sprung mass have also been incorporated by considering a limited roll-
DOF of the sprung mass about the roll axis to the two-dimensional yaw-plane model 
[24,31]. Alternatively, comprehensive three-dimensional vehicle model, referred to 
yaw/roll model has been widely employed to study the lateral, yaw and roll motions of 
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the sprung and unsprung masses under steering inputs, while assuming constant forward 
speed [33]. The model includes nonlinear forces models due to suspension components 
and tires, and can be applied to different articulated vehicle combinations. A few studies 
have demonstrated the validity of this model using road-measured data. The model, 
however, is considered applicable for constant forward speed with negligible inter-axle 
load transfer. A more comprehensive vehicle model applicable for combined steering 
maneuvers has also been developed to investigate comprehensive directional dynamic 
performance of heavy vehicles subject to braking, or braking and steering input [31]. The 
model is referred to as phase-4. 
A number of lumped-parameter and multi-body dynamic models of automobiles 
have also been reported in the literature with varying suspension and tire models [31,33]. 
Stone et al. [22] developed a full car model for simulating directional responses to 
cornering and braking maneuvers, as shown in Figure 1.2. The six-DOF vehicle sprung 
mass model was coupled with an analytical tire model capable of simulating the realistic 
cornering and braking behavior. Shim and Zhang [23] developed a 14-DOF vehicle 
model incorporating 6-DOF motions of the sprung mass and two-DOF of each of the four 
unsprung masses to investigate transient handling responses. 
Figure 1.2: Vehicle coordinate system of the model [22]. 
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The above reported models, however do not do not consider the effect of variations in the 
tire inflation pressure, which could be investigated by integrating an appropriate tire 
model or the tire data as a function of inflation pressure through a look-up table. 
1.2.5 RIDE DYNAMIC MODELS 
Since the vehicle dynamics is concerned with controllability and stability of the 
vehicle, the developments in reliable dynamic ride vehicle models is an important issue 
[29,37]. A large number of vehicle models of varying complexities have been reported in 
the literature for ride dynamic response analyses. The simplest model is the two-DOF 
quarter-car model, which comprises an equivalent suspension spring and a damper 
coupling the body (sprung mass) to a single wheel coupled to the ground via the tire 
spring. This model been widely used for preliminary analyses of bounce motion and 
different suspension design concepts [10,29,37,38]. The half-car model or pitch plane 
models have also evolved to study the vertical and pitch ride responses of the vehicle [10, 
29,37]. Such models have also been developed for study of motions in roll plane [24]. 
The half-car models are relatively simple to analyze and yet can provide reasonably good 
prediction of responses to road inputs. A number of three-dimensional vehicle models 
have also been reported for more comprehensive ride dynamic analyses [38,39]. The 
number of DOF of such models may vary greatly depending on the modeling details of 
the suspension components. These models consider 7-DOF as minimum and include the 
bounce, pitch and roll motions of the sprung mass and bounce motion of the four 
unsprung masses [37,39], as shown in Figure 1.3. Such models also consider solid axles 
applicable to heavy vehicles which bounce and roll DOF, as shown in Figure 1.4 [5,29]. 
While the tires are modeled as nonlinear springs with viscous damping. The nonlinear 
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characteristics of the suspension components are modeled and validated based on the 
measured characteristics acquired under controlled conditions in the laboratory [1]. 
Figure 1.3: Three-dimensional ride dynamic model [37]. 
Figure 1.4: Modified three-dimensional ride dynamic model [29]. 
1.3 Scope of the Present Work 
From the review of published studies, it is evident that the ride and handling 
dynamics of road vehicles have been extensively investigated through either road 
measurements or simulations of analytical models. The studies on role of tire pressure in 
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view of ride dynamics response have been limited mostly to off-road and military 
vehicles. These studies, however, are mostly based on field measurements. Furthermore, 
influence of tire pressure on the handling dynamics is mostly unknown. Considering the 
wide variations in passengers load in urban buses, the vehicle operation with rated 
pressure (110 psi/758 kpa) could be detrimental to vibration ride comfort and pavement 
loading performance of the bus. It would be desirable to reduce the operating tire 
pressure when only few passengers are present. This can be conveniently achieved 
through a central tire inflation system (CTIS) in a rapid manner, while the vehicle is in 
service. The use of CTIS will also reduce the frequency of unscheduled service 
interruptions due to leaky tires, which will be constantly inflated by the CTIS. 
Furthermore, a CTIS will ensure uniform pressure on all the vehicle tires and thereby 
yield some benefit in handling performance and tire service life. The vehicle operation 
with lower pressure tires, however, may lead to lower cornering force and effective roll 
stiffness which may reduce the handling quality and roll stability limits. A systematic 
study of handling properties of the bus with variable tire pressure is thus considered 
desirable. 
The primary objective of this dissertation research is thus formulated to 
investigate the influence of variations in tire inflation pressure on the ride and handling 
dynamics of an urban bus. The specific objectives of this work can be summarized as 
follows: 
• Study the urban bus ride and pavement loading dynamics under excitation arising 
from tire-road interactions through development and analysis of a low floor urban bus 
model integrating the nonlinear properties of the suspension components. 
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• Formulate performance measures related to ride dynamics and pavement loading 
performance and evaluate the influence of tire pressure on the measures. 
• Investigate the effect of inflation pressure and normal load on cornering properties of 
tires through review of available data and develop an empirical model for predicting 
the cornering stiffness as a function of the inflation pressure and normal load. 
• Develop a handling dynamic model incorporating the tire model and suspension 
characteristics, and investigate the influence of tire pressure on transient and steady 
state cornering properties of the vehicle. 
1.4 Thesis Organization 
Chapter 2 provides a detailed description of the three-dimensional ride dynamic 
model of the candidate urban bus comprising the 2-DOF suspension seat and driver 
model and nonlinear suspension component characteristics. The governing equations of 
motion of the ride dynamic model are derived based on the geometry, force-deflection 
and force-velocity characteristics of the suspension components 
The free vibration responses of the ride dynamic model are evaluated about the 
nominal operating conditions in chapter 3 to identify the resonance frequencies of the 
model. The ride vibration responses to random road excitation and the performance 
measures related to ride dynamic wheel loads are assessed as a function of inflation 
pressure and normal load. 
Two- and three-dimensional handling dynamic models of the vehicle are 
developed and presented in Chapter 4. Reported experimental data on tire cornering 
properties of the bus are reviewed and a cornering stiffness model is formulated to yield 
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the cornering properties as a function of the inflation pressure. The lateral tire force is 
computed based on the magic tire formula, while the model parameters are identified at 
each load and inflation pressure condition. The computed tire lateral force responses are 
compared with the measured data. 
The response characteristics of the two- and three-dimensional handling dynamic 
models are compared in Chapter 5 under two different types of steering inputs. The 
relative merits of the models are discussed. The effect of inflation pressure on the 
handling dynamics is investigated using sinusoidal and step steer inputs. The steady-state 
handling characteristics are further evaluated under various inflation pressures and 
loading conditions. 
The major conclusions together with key contribution of the study are finally 
summarized in Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Ride Dynamic Model Development 
2.1 Introduction 
Urban buses exhibit complex ride vibration environment comprising 
comprehensive magnitudes of translational and rotational vibration and occasional 
intermittent shock motions arising from tire interactions with relatively rough surfaces 
and discontinuities in the urban roads. The magnitudes of ride vibration levels have been 
measured in a few studies for assessing potential health risks among the drivers, who are 
occupationally exposed to such vibration on a daily basis [5,11]. The ride dynamic 
models of the urban buses have also been developed in a few studies, which generally 
consider simplified tire and suspension component models [1,5]. Such models, however, 
can also be effectively applied to investigate the dynamic tire forces transmitted to 
pavements for assessing their road damaging potential. A recent feasibility study has 
shown that an urban bus operation under varying tire pressure with varying passengers 
load would be feasible for improved vehicle ride and operating efficiency [42]. The 
influence of inflation pressure on the selected ride measures and dynamic wheel load 
coefficients were also investigated to assess the feasibility of a CTIS for urban buses. 
In this chapter, a comprehensive three-dimensional ride dynamic model of a law 
floor unban bus (LFS) is developed based on the laboratory-measured nonlinear 
properties of the vehicle components reported in [2]. The geometric and force-deflection 
nonlinearities of the suspension, tires as a function of the inflation pressure, are 
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specifically emphasized in the model. The governing equations of motion of the model 
are formulated and the excitations due to the road roughness are described. 
2.2 Model Description 
A 9-DOF model of the urban buss is formulated to investigate its ride dynamic 
and pavement load responses to random road excitations. Figure 2.1 illustrates the vehicle 
model in the pitch-plane, and the front-axle roll-plane model is shown in Figure 2.2. The 
front axle suspension consists of four identical air sprigs with two air springs on each side 
of the axle, and two inclined dampers as shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.4. A constant 
forward speed is assumed in the model formulation. The DOFs include vertical (zsb), roll 
{(psb) and pitch (6sb) motions of the lumped sprung mass that is assumed to be rigid with 
negligible contribution due to bending and torsion of the chassis structure; vertical (zu/) 
and roll {(puj) motions of the unsprung mass due to front axle, which is a solid beam axle; 
vertical (zur) and roll (<pur) motions of the unsprung mass due to the rear axle; and vertical 
motion of the suspension seat (zs) and driver (z;) represented by a rigid mass. Figure 2.3 
illustrates the model in the roll-plane of the rear axle. The rear axle suspension also 
comprises four air springs as in case of the front-axle suspension. The air springs, 
however, are placed well-ahead and behind the axle shaft, as seen in the pitch plane in 
Figure 2.1. The rear axle suspension also employs four hydraulic dampers and an anti-roll 
bar. The dual tires are lumped together and represented by a single composite tire. 
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of ride dynamic model of the bus in the front axle roll-plane. 
Figures 2.4 and 2.5 illustrate the layout of air springs and dampers in the front and rear-
axles, respectively. The suspension dampers are indicated by a mere bold line link in each 
case. The detailed component models are described in the following subsections. 
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Plant I.JLK is paralWI to \Z plane 
Figure 2.4: Front axle suspension configuration. 
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Plaiws ABFE and CDHGar* parallel to VZ plane 
Figure 2.5: Rear axle suspension configuration. 
2.2.1 DRIVER-SEAT-SUSPENSION MODEL 
Urban buses generally employ a vertical suspension seat to reduce the 
transmission of road-induced shock and vibration to the seated driver and to provide 
essential seat adjustments. The development of a suspension seat model is thus essential 
to perform ride comfort or driver-friendliness analysis of the total vehicle. The 
contributions due to biodynamics of the human driver to the overall dynamics of the 
coupled-seat suspension, are known to be smaller for low natural frequency suspension 
seats [5]. Moreover, the modeling of the seated occupant is a complex task, particularly 
with regards to changes in the human driver mass and vibration levels [35]. The human 
mass in this study is represented by a rigid mass equal to the mass supported by the seat 
(approximately 80% of total body mass [5,35]), which is considered adequate for relative 
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analyses of the tire inflation pressure. The proposed driver-seat-suspension model 
consists of mass m0 representing the driver mass, suspension seat mass ms, and cushion 
and suspension properties. The suspension seat model shown in Figure 2.6, employs 
linear stiffness and damping due to cushion material, linear stiffness properties of the air 
spring, nonlinear force-velocity characteristics of the damper, coulomb friction due to 
guides and bushings, and elastic properties of the motion limiter. 
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Figure 2.6: (a) Seat components; (b) Two-DOF model of the vertical driver-seat-
suspension. 
The equations of motion of the two-DOF driver-seat-suspension model are formulated as 
[35]: 
m0z\ + kc{z1 - zs) + Cc(zx - zs) = 0 (2.1) 
mszs + kc(zs - z-D + Cc(zs - i x ) + kz(zs - z0) + Fc+Fdsinas + Fs = .0 ^ 2 ) 
Where kc, Cc and kz are cushion stiffness, cushion damping coefficients and seat 
suspension stiffness respectively, and Fc is the coulomb friction force assumed to act 
along the axis of the damper and is expressed by its magnitude Fz as: 
Fc = Fzsign(is - i 0 ) (2.3) 
Where as is the instantaneous inclination angle of the damper, expressed as: 
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sin a* 
hQ + 5s 
\(h0 + 8sy + l02 ( Z 4 ) 
Where h0 is the vertical damper height in static equilibrium, and l0 is the horizontal 
projection of the inclined damper (Figure 2.6) and Ss = zs-z0, z0 being the vertical 
displacement excitation at the base of the seat. Fd is the damping force developed along 
the axis of the damper as function of its damping characteristics, which is assumed to be 
symmetric in compression and rebound, and piecewise linear function of relative velocity 
in low and high velocity ranges [35], such that: 
{CAVd ,Wr\<Vs 
* • [ CAVr sign(Vd) + CB[Vd - Vs sign(Vd)] ,\Vr\> Vs (2.5) 
Where CA and CB are the damping coefficients corresponding to low and high velocities 
(Figure 2.7), Vs is the transition velocity and F</=5sosin(a) is the relative velocity along 
the damper axis. 
i V 
y v, vd 
Figure 2.7: Symmetric force-velocity characteristics of seat-suspension damper. 
In Eq. (2.2), Fs is the suspension force developed due to contacts with motion limiting 
stops, expressed as: 
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Fs = ksS[8s - Bsign(8s)] (2.6) 
Where B is half the suspension travel, ks is spring rate of the motion limiting stops, and S 
is a nonlinear function used to describe the contact condition with the motion limiting 
stop, given by: 
(0 ,\SS\<B 
( 1 ,\SS\>B 
The vertical excitation z0(t) at the driver seat location is derived from the motion of the 
sprung mass, such that:. 
z
o =
 zsb ~ ao0Sb + b04>sb (2.7) 
Where a0 and b0 are longitudinal and lateral distances from the bus body eg to driver seat 
location, respectively, the resultant suspension force Fseat is also combined to act on the 
sprung mass and expressed as: 
Pseat = -[kz(zs - zo) + Fc + FdSin as + Fs] + (ms + m0)g (2.8) 
2.2.2 EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF THE SPRUNG AND UNSPRUNG MASSES 
Assuming negligible coupling with the longitudinal and lateral dynamics, the ride 
dynamics of the vehicle can be represented by 7 DOF motions comprising vertical (zsb), 
roll fat) and pitch (0sb) motions of the sprung mass, and (z„/, <puj) and (zur, <pur) of the 
unsprung masses. The equations of motion for the vehicle model are derived upon 
considering the nonlinear force-deflection relations for the air springs and the force-
velocity relations for the dampers, while the DOFs due to seat occupant model are 
represented by the resultant force Fseah as described in Eq. (2.8). The equations of motion 
derived for the sprung and unsprung masses are expressed below. 
Bounce motion of the sprung mass: 
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msbzsb - \Fsfla + Fsflb + FSfRa + FSfRb) + [Fsdri cosafl + FsdfRcoscCfR) 
+ ( FsdrlaCOS arla + FsdrlbCOS CLrlb + FsdrRaCOS arRa + FsdrRbCOS CLrRb) (2.9) 
(Fsrla + Fsrlb + FsrRa + FsrRb) ~ msb9 ~ Fseat 
Pitch motion of the sprung mass: 
hb6®s = ~ (FsfRb + Fsflb)(Jwfo j~) ~ (FsfRa + Fsfla)Qwfo + ~T~) 
-\FsdflC05afl + FsdfRcosafR) Iwfo 
+ [FsrRb + Fsrib + FsdrRbcosarRb + FsdrlbcosarW] Uwro + —T-J 
+(FsrRa + Fsrla + FsdrRacosarRa + Fsdrlacos arla }(lwr0 —) + Fseata0 
Roll motion of the sprung mass: 
hbtpQsb ~ [Fsfia + FSflb)lSf — \FSfRa + FSfRb)lSf + [FsdfiCOsafi — 
FsdfRcosafR)luf + (Fsdflcosafl - FsdfRcosafR)luf + 
\fsdfi sincef i -FsdfRsinafR){hudf - hsfc ) + [Fsrla + Fsrlb — ( F ^ ^ + 
FSrRb)]lsr + [\Fsdriacos arta - FsdrRacosarRa) + (Fsdrlbcosarlb - (2.11) 
FsdrRbcosarRb)y-ur + (.FsdrRasinarRa — F^j-iaSinaj-ia^hufirf — hsrc) + 
(FSdrRbsinarRb ~ FgdribSina-rn^ih^^j. — hsrc) + M,psur — Fseatb0 — 
msb{g - zsb) \e - [hscg W o + W o j <t>sb\ 
Bounce motion of the front-axle unsprung mass: 
m
ufZUf = Fvtfi + FvtfR — [FSfia + FSfib + FSfRa + FSfRb) (2.12) 
-{psdfi cosafl +FsdfRcosafR)-mufg 
Roll motion of the front-axle unsprung mass: 
Ax/0u/ = FvtfilWfl ~ FvtfRlWfR + \{FsfRa + FsfRb) — \Fsfla + Fsflb )\lsf — 
(Fsdflcosafl - FsdfRcosafR)ldf - (Fsdfl sinafl - FsdfRsinafR)(hdf - h^f) (2-*3) 
-™Uf(g + Zuf){Kf ~ Kcf)<t>uf 
Bounce motion of the rear-axle unsprung mass: 
m
urZur — Fvtrl + FvtrR — ( F s r J a + FsrW + FsrRa + F^M,) (2.14) 
_ ( Fsdrlacosarla + Fsdrlbcosarlb + FsdrRacosarRa + FsdrRbcosarRb) — murg 
Roll motion of the rear-axle unsprung mass: 
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Iur<Pur = Fvtrllwrl ~ ^vtrR^wrR ~ l^srla + ^srlb ~ \FsrRa + ^srRb)i ~ 
Vsdrlacosarla ~ FsdrRacosarRa)ldrf ~ {^sdrlbcosarlb ~ FsdrRbcosarRb)ldrr ~ 
(PsdrRas^narRa ~ Fsdrlasinarla){hdrf ~ KLCT) ~ (FsdrRbs^narRb ~~ 
Fsdrlbsmarlb)(hdrr - hucr) - M^,sur + mur{g - zur)iKr - Kcr)$ur 
In the above equations msb, muf and mur are the masses of the body and chassis, front 
axle assembly and rear axle assembly, respectively. 1^ and Isw are the roll and pitch 
mass moments of inertia of the sprung mass, respectively about its mass center (eg), and 
/„/ and lur are the roll mass moments of inertia of the front and rear axle assemblies, 
respectively, about their respective mass centers. The nonlinear forces due to tires and 
suspension are derived from the component models established in [1], which are 
described in the following sections. 
2.2.3 SUSPENSION FORCES 
The forces due to suspension springs and dampers are integrated within the total 
vehicle model through appropriate considerations of the kinematic and dynamic motions 
of the sprung and unsprung masses [5]. In Eqs. (2.9) to (2.15), Fsijk (i=f, r; j=l, R; k=a, b) 
are the forces developed by the air springs, where / and r refer to front and rear axle, R 
and / refer to right and left track, and a and b refer to location of the spring ahead or 
behind the axle shaft. F^ (j=l, R ) represents the damper forces of the front axle, and 
Fsdtjk (i=f, r; _/=/, R; k=a, b) are the forces due to dampers of the rear axle suspension. 
Fytji, Fyt/R, Fytri and FvtrR represent the vertical tire forces, where the subscripts/and r refer 
to front or rear axle tires, and R and / refer to left or right tire, ajj and ajR are the 
inclination angles of left and right dampers of the front axle in the roll plane, 
respectively, as shown in Figure 2.4. The angles arjk ( j=l, R; k=a, b ) are inclination 
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angles of the rear-axle dampers in the roll plane, as show in Figure 2.5. The parameters 
hff, hm hf, Lr, hf, hf, Urr, hr and Ijrf represent the coordinates of the air springs and 
dampers mounts on the sprung and unsprung masses assemblies, and hjn, lwjj, lwrR and lvr\ 
denote coordinates of the tire-ground contacts with respect to the roll plane vertical 
geometric centerline, as shown in Figures 2.1 to 2.5. 
The dynamic force generated by air springs employed in the front and rear axle 
suspension systems are modeled based on the experimental data reported in [9]. The air 
springs are coupled with height leveling valve, and maintain constant ride irrespective of 
the bus loading condition. The dynamic force developed by an air spring can be 
expressed as a function of instantaneous air pressure and effective piston area, which are 
further related to instantaneous dynamic spring deflection. The instantaneous dynamic 
deflections of the front axle suspension springs 5jjk (/'=/, R; k=a, b), are derived from: 
Sfla = zsb + hf<Psb — ( l\vfo + ~^~ J ®sb ~ \zuf + hf<Puf ) 
$ fib = zsb + hf<Psb ~ ( l\vfo ^ ~ I &sb ~ \zuf + hf<Puf J 
( l*ff\ ( y ( 2 1 6 ) 
SfRa — zsb ~ hffisb ~ I ^wfo + ~Z~ I #sfc — (_zu/ "~ hf<Puf J 
8fRb ~ zsb ~ hf^sb ~ I Iwfo J~ 1 &sb ~ \zuf ~ hfQuf ) 
Where hf is half the front-axle suspension spring track width, /w/0 is the distance from bus 
eg to front axle and hjfis the distance between the front-axle air springs mounted at the -
same track. The deflections of the rear axle springs drjk (/=/, R; k=a, b ) are derived in a 
similar manner, as: 
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Srla — zsb + lsr<Psb + ywro ^~J #sb ~ (zur + hr'Pur) 
Srlb = zsb + hr4>sb + ywro + ~~T~J #sb — ( z ur + hrQur) 
( lsrr\ <2"17> 
~ hr4>sb + I 'wro + ~ T - J ^sft — ( z u r — hrfyur) 
}
rRa ^sb Lsr 
I 
Vr a = zs 
$rRb = zsb 
Where Isr is half the rear-axle suspension spring track width, lwro is the distance from bus 
e g to rear axle, and lsrr is the distance between the rear-axle air springs mounted at the 
same track. The dynamic force generated by air springs is generally expressed as: 
Fs = (.Ps-Pa)AE (2J8) 
Where Ps is instantaneous air pressure, Pa is atmospheric pressure and AE is effective area 
of the air spring. It has been shown that the effective area and the instantaneous pressure 
are nonlinear functions of dynamic spring deflection [9]. Assuming polytropic process of 
the gas, the instantaneous pressure is related to deflection, as: 
PoVj 
Ps =
 (V0+ABSf < 2 1 9 > 
Where P0 and V0 are the static air pressure and volume, respectively, y is polytropic 
constant taken as 1.1 [9], and 8 is the spring deflection. On the basis of the measured data 
the effective area of the air springs employed in bus suspension have been related to 
spring deflection by a 6th order polynomial function [9]: 
AE = k0 + kj + k282 + k3S3 + kA8A + k585 + k666 (2.20) 
The coefficients of the polynomial function are presented in 
Table 2.1 for the front and rear axle air springs. The static forces on the front and rear 
springs, Fs^o (i=f, r; j=l, R; k=a, b) are derived from the sprung mass distribution, 
eccentricity e of the LFS, as: 
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Fsflfo — Psflro 
''srlfo ^srlro 
Tnsbf(lsf + e)g 
4/ sf 
msbr(lSr + e)9 
'• FsfRfo — FsfRro 
> rSrRfo ''srRro 
msbf(lsf - e)g 
4/5 / 
™sbr(lsr ~ e)9 
(2.21) 
Where msb/ and msbr are the proportions of the sprung mass supported by the front and 
rear axles, respectively, given by: 
' u r o ^ s b '•wfaT^-sb 
m s b / _ 7 ~ ' msbr — I +1
 f lwro ' Lwfo Iwro ' '•wfo (2.22) 






























Automotive dampers, in general, exhibit asymmetric multi-stage damping in 
compression and rebound, while the rebound damping force tends to be considerably 
larger than compressive damping force. Furthermore, damper force tends to vary rapidly 
at lower velocities due to flows through bleed valves, the rate of change of damper force 
with velocity vanishes at higher velocities, as large flows occur through blow-off valves. 
Such damping properties are often represented by piecewise linear functions in velocity 
[1]. The total force developed by a hydraulic damper comprises components due to gas, 
seal friction and hydraulic flows, while the gas force is often assumed negligible. The 
total damper force Fsj can thus be expressed as: 
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FSd - Fsdv + FsdF (2.23) 
Where Fsdv is the damper force due to hydraulic flows and Fsjp is the seal friction force. 
The measured data revealed different magnitudes of seal friction force in compressive 
and rebound, which are modeled as coulomb friction forces. 
The hydraulic damping characteristics can be presented by the generalized 
piecewise linear curve shown in Figure 2.8 illustrating two-stage compression damping 
and three-stage rebound damping. The generalized characteristics show that the dampers 
yield high damping coefficients in rebound and compression (Ce/ and Ccj) at low 
velocities than those at higher velocity {CC2 and Ce2 or Cei). The damping force can thus 
be expressed as: 
Fsdv = CclV ; Vcl < V < 0 
FSdv = CclVcl + ycCcl(V-Vcl); V <Vcl 
Fsdv = P CC1V; 0 < V < Vel ( 2 24) 
Fsdv = V CclVel + V CciYei (V - Vex) ; Vel < V < Ve2 
Fsdv = P CclVel + p Cclyel (Ve2 - Vel) + p Cclye2(V - Ve2); V > Ve2 
Where F^ is the hydralic damping force across the damper, V is the relative vlocity 
across the damper, Cci and CC2 are high and low speed compression damping coefficients, 
Vcj is transition velocity in the compression mode. Cej, Ce2 and Ce3 are low, medium and 
high speed damping coefficients in the rebound mode, respectively, and Vej and Ve2 are 
transition velocities corresponding to the three-stage rebound damping. The damper 
model is expressed in terms of its compression mode damping coefficient, by defining 
p= Ce]ICcj as the damping asymmetry factor, yc= CcJCd as the compression damping 
reduction factor, and yei= CeJCei and ye2= CeilCej as the rebound damping reduction 
factors. 
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Figure 2.8: Generalized piecewise linear force-velocity characteristics of multi-stage 
asymmetric hydraulic dampers. 
As mentioned earlier the bus suspension system comprising six dampers, two of which 
are located at the front axle and four in the rear axle suspension, as shown in Figures 2.4 
and 2.5. The front axle dampers are inclined in the roll plane with angles ajj, ajR. The 
leading dampers in the rear axle suspension are inclined at angles aria and arRa,, while the 
inclination angles of the trailing rear dampers are ara, and arRb (Figure 2.5). The front-axle 
dampers are inclined toward the geometric roll plane vertical centerline, while the rear-
axle dampers are inclined outward. The instantaneous inclination angles can be derived 
from the geometry. The angles of the front axle dampers are derived as: 
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_•, / luf ~ Idf 
afl = tan *' - -Kidf ~ hdf + Sdfl/ 
I _ , x (2-25) 
l
uf ldf 
"fa = tan 1 
\nUdf ~ "df + °dfR 
Vhidrf — hdrf + 5 d r ^ / 
_1 / lur ~ Idrf 
-1 f ^ r ~ W \ 
\hudrf ~ ^rf + SdrRf) arRa = tan' (2.26) 
_1 / 'ur 'drr \ 
arlb = tan I- — 1 
\lhiHrr ~ "rfr-r + OdrW' 
^Kidrr ~ hdrr + $drlr 
_i / 'ur — <-drr 
arRb = tan >^ ^hudrr ~ ^drr + $drRr' 
ddfi,, SJR, ddria, &dri, $drRa and SdrRb are the vertical displacement across the front and rear-
axle dampers, respectively, which can be expressed as : 
$dfl = zsb + luf<Psb ~ Iwfo^sb ~ \zuf + IdfQuf) 
$dfR — zsb ~ luf<f>sb ~ Iwfo^sb ~ \zuf ~ IdfQuf) 
Sdrla ~ zsb + lur4>sb + Uwro ^~) @sb ~ \zur + ldrf<t>ur) 
&drlb = zsb + lurQsb + \l\vro + ~J~J ^ sb ~ izur + IdrrQur) 
SdrRa ~ zsb ~ lur<Psb + \lwro ^~J ^ sb ~ {zur ~ Idrf'Pur) 
SdrRb ~ zsb ~ lur<Psb + \J-wro + ~T~) ^ sb ~ ^Zur ~ ^drr'Pur) 
The relative velocities across the dampers are derived from the damper mounts 
velocities and the inclination angles of the dampers, such that: 
Vdfi = (h ~ ZJ)COS afl 
VdfR = (ZK ~ Zi)cos afR 
Vdrla ~ (ZG ~ zc)cos arla ty ?Q) 
VdrRa ~ (ZH ~ ZD)COS arRa 
Vdrlb = (ZF ~ ZB)C0S Ctrlb 
VdrRb — (ZE ~ ZA)COS (XrRb 
(2.28) 
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Where velocity subscripts A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, J and K refer to the damper mount 
locations, as shown in Figures 2.4 and 2.5. The velocity of the damper mounts zt {i=A, B, 
C,...., K) can be derived from the motions of the sprung and unsprung masses. The 
relative velocities across the front axle dampers are thus expressed as: 
Vdfi = [zSb + luf<Ps ~ IwfoBs ~ (zUf + ldf4>uf)]cos afl 
VdfR = [zsb ~ luftPs ~ IwfoQs ~ \zuf ~ ' d / 0 u / ) J COS afR 
In a similar manner, the velocities across the rear axle suspension dampers are expressed 
as: 
Vdrla — \zsb + lurVsb "•" I ^wro T~/ usb ~ \?ur T LdrfH>ur ) I Lu:> urlf 
VdrRa ~ 
4>sb + (i - - y 1 ) Qsb ~ (zur + hrfkur ) ] COS Ur 
~ lur<t>sb + V-wro T~J ^sb ~ \zur ~ IdrfQur) COS ar 
• I STT \ * f * \ I 
<Psb + [l wro + -^-)0sb- \zur + ldrr<t>ur) COS CCr 
— lurQst, + [lWro + " y l ^sb ~ \zur ~ ldrr4>ur) COS CCr 
(2.31) 
VdrRb ~ 
2.2.4 TIRE FORCES 
The static force-deflection characteristics of a tire are strongly related to the tire 
design, static load and inflation pressure. Urban buses encounter considerable variations 
in the static load due to extreme changes in the number of passengers while in service, it 
is thus essential to characterize the tire properties over a wide range of loads. In the 
context of scope of the present study, it is also vital to characterize the force-deflection 
characteristics as function of the inflation pressure. The measured force-deflection 
properties of bus tires under various load and inflation pressures were applied to derive a 
bus tire regression model in inflation pressure and tire deflection in an earlier study [1]. 
The reported model; given below, is applied in this study: 
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Ft = Kt Pa 8* (2.32) 
Where F, is the static tire force, P is tire pressure, and Kh a and b are coefficients derived 
from the experimental data. The reported study [1] proposed these coefficients as: K, 
=2.1666xl05, a=0.88234591 and 6=1.1190674. This model showed good agreements 
with the experimental data over wide ranges of loads and inflation pressures [1]. The 
dynamic deflections of the front and rear tires are evaluated from the vertical and roll 
motions of the unsprung masses, and formulated as: 
$tfl = ~\zuf + lwfl$uf) + zgfl + $tflo 
$tfR = ~{zuf ~ Iwfltfyuf) + zgfR + $tfRo 
(2.33) 
8tri = — (Zur + lWrl<bur) + zgrl + ^trlo 
$trR = ~\zuf ~ IwrR^ur) + zgrR + $trRo 
Where dtjj, S^, S,ri and 8trR represent the deflection of the front-left, front-right, rear-left 
and rear-right tires, respectively. dtj]0, StjR0, Strio and 8,rRo denote static deflection of the 
front-left, front-right, rear-left and rear-right tires corresponding to a static load supported 
by the tire, which would vary with the number of passengers. The static deflections are 
derived from Eq. (2.32), and expressed as: 
(InFtfip-lnKt-a lnP\ 




StfB„ = e\ *> ) (2.34) 
trio 
(lnFtrRo-lnKt-a lnP\ 
= e\ b ) 
(lnFtri0-lnKt-a lnP\ 
8trm = e*< b ) 
utfRo 
Where F,JJ0, FtjR0, Ftri0 and FtrR0 are the static tire forces derived from the static 
equilibrium of the front and rear axle unsprung masses, as: 
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'•wrR ' '•wrl 
msbrg(lWTi -e) + murglwrl 
<-wrR ' '•wrl 
_ msbfg(lwfR + e) + mufglwfR 
'w/R + Iwfl 
_ ™Sbfg(lwfi ~e) + mufglwfl 
'w/R + Iwfl 
(2.35) 
2.2.5 ANTI-ROLL BAR MOMENT 
The rear axle employs an anti-roll bar to enhance the roll stiffness of the vehicle. 
The roll bar is modeled as a torsional spring constrained between the sprung mass and the 
rear-axle unsprung mass. The restoring roll moment generated by the anti-roll bar can be 
expressed as: 
M<Psur = k<i,(.<t)ur - (f)sb) (2.36) 
Where kv is the torsional stiffness of the anti-roll bar. 
2.2.6 ROAD PROFILE CHARACTERIZATION 
The roughness profiles of various urban roads in Montreal are measured and 
reported in [5]. The measured profiles describe the elevation in the vicinity of both left 
and right wheel tracks, including the local grades and abrupt variations. The elevations of 
the road profiles have been reported at discrete locations with identical intervals of 
0.0762 m. The road profiles have been classified under smooth, medium-rough and rough 
roads on the basis of their roughness index value [1,5]. The measured elevations were 
filtered to eliminate the contributions of local grades. The nonlinear model simulations in 
this study are performed in the time-domain employing time-histories of the 
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displacements of the filtered road profiles. The spatial power spectral densities of these 
road profiles at right- and left-tracks are reproduced in Figure 2.9. 
•5 KKE-C 
(a) 
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- S r - ^ o t h read u * 
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- Mt&t j f t road K y - I 
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Figure 2.9: Spatial power spectral density (PSD)of roughness profiles of smooth, medium-
rough and rough roads in Montreal: (a) left track and (b) right track [1]. 
2.3 Simulation Parameters 
The dimensional and inertial parameters required to analyze the analytical model 
of the Low Floor bus are identified from the design drawings supplied by the Nova Bus 
Corporation [5]. The estimated inertial parameters are summarized in Table 2.3, while 
the geometric parameters are presented in Table 2.5, the driver-seat-suspension 
parameters, reported in [35], are considered in the study, which are summarized in Table 
2.4. 
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Half the front-axle suspension spring track width 
Half the rear-axle suspension spring track width 
Distance between front-axle air springs mounted at same track 
Distance between rear-axle air springs mounted at same track 
Distance from bus eg to front axle 
Distance from bus eg to rear axle 
Bus body eccentricity 
Lateral distance from front axle eg to front damper mount fixed 
to bus body 
Lateral distance from rear axle eg to rear-axle damper mount 
fixed to bus body 
Lateral distance from front axle eg to front-axle damper mount 
fixed to axle 
Lateral distance from rear axle eg to ahead rear-axle damper 
mount fixed to axle 
Lateral distance from rear axle eg to behind rear-axle damper 
mount fixed to axle 
Front axle damper mount (to body) height from ground 
Front axle damper mount (to axle) height from ground 
Rear axle damper (ahead) mount (to body) height from ground 
Rear axle damper (rear) mount (to body) height from ground 
Rear axle damper (front) mount (to axle) height from ground 
Rear axle damper (rear) mount (to axle) height from ground 
Front axle eg to left-tire contact point 
Front axle eg to right-tire contact point 
Rear axle eg to left-tire contact point 
Rear axle eg to right-tire contact point 
Front body roll center height with respect to ground 
Rear body roll center height with respect to ground 
Front axle roll center height with respect to ground 
Rear axle roll center height with respect to ground 
Bus body eg height with respect to ground 
Front axle eg height with respect to ground 
Rear axle eg height with respect to ground 
Longitudinal distance from bus body e g to driver seat location 




































Ride Analysis and Performance Measures 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter implements the ride model developed in Chapter 2. Frequency 
response analysis has been carried out to identify the bounce, roll, and pitch mode natural 
frequencies of the sprung mass, and the bounce and roll mode natural frequencies of the 
front and rear axle unsprung masses. For this purpose, the suspension component 
properties are linearized corresponding to the static loading condition. The ride dynamic 
responses of the model due to road roughness are derived corresponding to different 
constant forward speeds, inflation pressures and loading conditions. The influences of 
variations in tire pressure and passenger load are investigated on the bounce, roll and 
pitch motions of the sprung and unsprung masses and ride performance measures. The 
model validity is also examined using experimental data reported in recent study [5]. 
3.2 Evaluating System Natural Frequencies 
The forced response of a dynamic system is directly related to its natural frequencies, 
which can be evaluated from the free vibration responses of the system. The equations of 
motion derived in Chapter 2 can be generally as: 
[M]{q}+[K]{q} + [C]{q} = {0}
 (3A) 
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Where q represents the generalized coordinate vector, M, K and C are the mass, stiffness 
and damping matrices. The undamped system frequencies are computed from the solution 
of the following eigen value problem: 
[[M]-i[K]-Ajl]{Q} = {0}
 ( 3 . 2 ) 
Where / is the identity matrix, Aj (j=l, ....,7V) denote the eigenvalues, N is the number of 
DOF and Q denote the corresponding eigen vector. The frequencies of damped 
oscillations of the model are determined in a similar manner from the eigenvalues of the 
modified mass matrix [29]: 
I / 0 J W <3-3> 
The solution of the above (14x14) dynamic matrix yields complex conjugate pairs of 
eigenvalues of the form: 
Si = aj + ipj
 ( 3 4 ) 
Which yields the frequencies of damped oscillations (Odj, the natural frequency &>„j and the 
corresponding damping ratios, as: 
Wn; = J « / + Pj2 
°>dj = \Pj\ (3.5) 
1
 u)nj ^ \o)nj) 
The nonlinear equations of motion, described in Chapter 2, are linearized by 
considering equivalent stiffness due to suspension and tire at the static equilibrium and 
damping coefficients at low velocities. The linearized equations are subsequently solved 
for the unloaded and fully loaded bus models are summarized in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, 
respectively. It should be noted that linearized suspension and tire properties change with 
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passengers load. Furthermore, the tire inflation pressure is varied with passenger load, 
which influences the natural frequencies of the model. 
Table 3.1: Natural and damped natural frequencies and damping ratios of the model with 
no passenger load. 
Dominant mode 
Sprung mass bounce Zs 
Sprung mass roll <ps 
Sprung mass pitch 0S 
Front axle unsprung mass 
bounce Zuf 
Front axle unsprung mass 
roll <puf 
Rear axle unsprung mass 
bounce Zur 































The results show that the sprung mass bounce mode frequency decreases from 1.16 to 1.1 
Hz as the load is increased, while those of unsprung masses increase. The pitch and roll 
frequencies of the unsprung masses also increase with load, which can be attributed to 
higher air springs and tire pressures under higher loads. The pitch and roll mode 
frequencies of the sprung mass vary only slightly with the load, which is attributed to 
greater mass moments of inertia of the loaded sprung mass and higher suspension 
stiffness. The damping ratios associated with each mode decreases with increase in the 
sprung mass since the damping coefficients are held fixed. 
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Table 3.2: Natural and damped frequencies and damping ratios with corresponding 
eigenvalues for fully loaded bus. 
Dominant Mode 
Sprung mass bounce Zs 
Sprung mass roll <ps 
Sprung mass pitch 0S 
Front axle unsprung mass 
bounce Zuf 
Front axle unsprung mass 
roll (puf 
Rear axle unsprung mass 
bounce Zur 































3.3 Frequency Response Characteristics 
The frequency response characteristics of the nonlinear ride dynamic model are 
analyzed to obtain dominant ride frequencies and damping properties of the nonlinear 
models under two extreme loading conditions: empty and fully loaded. The equations of 
motion were solved under harmonic excitations at the tire-road interface at several 
discrete frequencies in the 0.2-16 Hz range. The frequency responses evaluated in terms 
of rms acceleration transmissibility characteristics in the vertical mode (zsb/z0; zUf/z0; 
Zur/Zo), (4>sb/z0', Quf/Zo', <l>ur/Zo) ^ d t h e pitch mode (9sb/z0). The harmonic 
excitations are applied to the four tires with delays in the pitch (rp) and roll (rr) planes, 
such that all the vehicle modes are excited: 
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Zgfi = z0sinco{t + T P ) 
ZgfR ~ Z0SinO)(t + Tp + T r ) 
• , ^ (3-6) 
zgrl = ZoSin0){t) 
zgrR = z0sina)(t + Tr) 
Where z0 is the amplitude of the input, a> is the frequency of excitation, and z^, z^, zgri 
and z^ are displacements of the tire-road interfaces at the left-front, right-front, left-rear 
and right-rear tires, respectively, as illustrated in Chapter 2. The displacement amplitude 
z0 is selected to insure continuous contact between the tire and road by inspecting the 
potential wheel hop near the resonances. The results attained through preliminary 
simulations revealed presence of wheel hop at excitation amplitudes exceeding 0.009 m. 
the frequency response analyses were thus performed at zo=0.008 m, while the delay 
functions, rp and xr, were derived from the forward speed Vx_ as: 





Where L and Tw denote wheel base and track width, respectively. 
Figure 3.1 compares the rms vertical acceleration transmissibility of the sprung mass with 
those of the front and rear unsprung masses in the absence of passenger load. The sprung 
mass response exhibits dominant peaks near its roll and bounce natural frequency (1.1 
Hz) and a small peak near the unsprung masses bounce mode frequencies (approximately 
8.4 Hz). While the sprung mass dominant frequencies are close to the natural frequencies 
of the linearized model, the dominant frequencies of the unsprung masses responses are 
lower than the identified natural frequencies. The roll and pitch acceleration 
transmissibility responses of the sprung mass clearly show peaks near the respective 
resonance frequencies in Figure 3.2, while coupling between the vertical and pitch mode 
is also evident. The unsprung masses roll responses clearly show dominant peaks near the 
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sprung and unsprung masses roll frequencies and vertical modes of unsprung masses, as 
seen in Figure 3.3. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 illustrate the vertical, pitch and roll mode 
transmissibility responses of the model with full passenger load, and Figures 3.4 and 3.6 
show the corresponding vertical and roll responses of unsprung masses. The results 
suggest that a greater sprung mass causes considerably higher peak transmissibility in all 
modes, which can be attributed to lower damping ratios under higher sprung mass. It is 
further seen that the bounce and roll responses of the rear unsprung mass are greater than 
those of the front unsprung mass, which is again attributable to lower damping properties 
of the rear axle. The frequency response characteristics, particularly those in the roll and 
pitch modes are also strongly dependent upon the nature of inputs. Correlations between 
the inputs at the four wheels, which are related to xp and roll rr. As an example, Figure 3.7 
illustrates comparison of vertical acceleration transmissibility responses of the sprung and 
unsprung masses to purely vertical excitations {xp=Tr=0). 
6 8 10 
Frequency (Hz) 
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Figure 3.1: Vertical mode acceleration transmissibility of sprung mass (z'sl} I z0 ) , front 
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Figure 3.2: The roll and pitch mode acceleration transmissibility of the sprung mass 
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Figure 3.3: The roll mode acceleration transmissibility of the unsprung under no 
passenger load: (a) front axle (jfuf Izo); (b) rear axle(<f)ur Iz0). 
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- Sprung mass bounce : 
- Frorrt axle bounce 
- Rear axle bounce 
10 12 14 16 
Frequency (Hz) 
Figure 3.4: Vertical mode acceleration transmissibility of sprung mass(i'vA lz0), front 
axle unsprung mass(i'^ /i '0)and rear axle unsprung mass(i'ar I z0) with full passenger 
load. 
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Figure 3.5: The roll and pitch mode acceleration transmissibility of the sprung mass 
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Figure 3.6: The roll mode acceleration transmissibility of the unsprung under full 
passenger load: (a) front axle(^ / lz0); (b) rear axle (</>ur Ii'„). 
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6 8 10 12 14 16 
Frequency <Hz) 
(b) 
Figure 3.7: Acceleration transmissibility under full passenger load due to pure bounce 
excitation of: (a) Vertical mode of sprung mass(i"vft I z0), front axle unsprung mass 
{zuf Iz0) and rear axle unsprung mass(i'Hr /z B ) ; and (b) sprung mass pitch(6sb Iz'o) . 
3.4 Performance Measures 
The performance measures are defined in view of ride and dynamic pavement 
loading responses of the vehicle. The ride dynamic responses to excitations arising from 
randomly distributed road surfaces are evaluated through solutions of differential 
equations of motion. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is subsequently performed to 
derive the power spectral density (PSD) of ride and suspension related to selected 
performance measures are briefly described below. 
Dynamic tire force transmitted to the pavement is a key foctor affecting the road 
damage potential which are evaluated in terms of two measures: (/) dynamic load 
coefficient (DLC) and road stress factor (RS); (//) peak tire forces. The ride dynamic 
responses are evaluated in terms of rms accelerations of the sprung mass in accordance 
with ISO-2631-1 [1,5], although the frequency-waitings are not attempted. Those 
performance measures are briefly described below. 
- Sprung mass bounce 
- Front axle bounce 
- Rear axle bounce 




3.4.1 MEASURES RELATED TO TIRE/SUSPENSION FORCES 
The dynamic Load Coefficient (DLC) is a convenient measure for assessing 
relative road damage potential of different vehicles configurations, suspension designs 
and operating conditions [11,26]. The DLC describes a statistical measure of variations in 
the tire force from the mean or static load, such that [5,11]: 
DLCj = S ^ - (3.8) 
FFTJ 
Where OfTj is the standard deviation of the force due to the tirey and FFTj is the mean tire 
force. The DLC is strongly dependent on the road roughness, vehicle speed, vehicle 
configuration, geometry and mass distribution, axle loads, properties of suspension and 
tires and vehicle vibration modes. Under normal operating conditions DLC typically lies 
in the 0.1-0.3 range are typical [11], although, Sweatman [8] has reported DLC values up 
to 0.4 for particularly poor tandem suspensions. 
The DLC has also been related to the road stress factor (RSF), the RSF is 
computed assuming that road damage depends on the fourth power of the instantaneous 
(dynamic) wheel force at a point on the road. Assuming that dynamic wheel forces are 
normally distributed, Eisenmann [7] showed that the expected value of the fourth power 
of the instantaneous wheel force can be related to the RS, 0. For typical highway 
conditions of roughness and speed, Sweatman [8] has reported the dynamic road stress 
factor in the 1.11 to 1.46 range depending on the type of suspension system. 
The Peak tire force could serve as a good measure for assessing the road damage 
potential of a vehicle and suspension when the road surface exhibits local discontinuities. 
Apart from transmitted large magnitude forces to the pavement, the tire-road interactions 
transmit large magnitudes of dynamic loads to the vehicle chassis leading to fatigue 
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damage of the structure. The suspension performance is thus defined by its chassis load 
properties in terms of the chassis load coefficient (CLC). The (CLC) can serve as a 
measure of assessing the variation of dynamic loads transmitted to the chassis in a 
manner similar to the DLC. The CLC is defined as the ratio of the rms dynamic 
suspension force transmitted to the chassis at its support to the static load supported by 




 = -5- (3.9) 
Where Psj is the rms variation in the dynamic suspension force and Pso is the static load 
supported by suspension springs. 
3.4.2 MEASURES RELATED TO RIDE PERFORMANCE 
The vibration comfort of human occupants in a vehicle has been directly related 
to magnitudes of transmitted vibration [5,11]. The ride performance of the vehicle model 
is thus evaluated in terms of rms values of vertical, pitch and roll accelerations of the bus 
(sprung mass), formulated as: 
(Zsb)rms= If J 2sb2dt ; (<pSb)rms = h i 4>sb dt 
&b)rms = jf[esb2dt 
(3.10) 
Where ( zsb)rms, ($Sb) and (6>Sf,) are the vertical, roll and pitch rms accelerations, 
respectively, and T is the observation period. 
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3.5 Ride Dynamic Responses of the Vehicle Model 
The ride and pavement load responses of the vehicle model are evaluated under 
different loads and the tire pressures to study their influences on the responses. The 
responses are evaluated under excitations from a rough urban road (CDN) and forward 
speed of 50 km/h, while the nominal tire pressure is taken as (100 psi). The influences of 
variations in operating load and tire pressure are presented and discussed in the following 
subsections. 
3.5.1 INFLUENCE OF OPERATING LOAD 
Table 3.3 summarizes the effect of variations in operating passenger load on the 
ride and tire force performance measures. The analyses are performed for three load 
conditions: (/') empty-no passenger load (msb= 10575 kg); (/*/") half-full-40passengers 
(w^=13403 kg); and (Hi) full load-80 passengers (msb=16231 kg). The tire pressure is 
held constant at 689.48 kPa (100 psi) under all three load conditions, which represents the 
current operating practice. The ride responses are presented in terms of vertical, roll and 
pitch rms accelerations, while the tire forces are expressed in terms of DLC due to all 
four tires (DLCJJ, DLCJR, DLCri DLCrR) and peak forces due to individual tires. The rms 
vertical and roll acceleration responses of the front and rear axles are also presented 
together with the chassis load coefficient (CLC) due to front and rear right track 
suspensions. The results show that rms values of body vertical and pitch accelerations 
increase when the passenger load diminishes, while the body roll acceleration decrease 
slightly. 
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Table 3.3: Influence of operating load on the ride and tire force related performance 
measures (CDN road; 100 psi; 50 km/h). 
Performance Measure 
(zsb) nns m/s2 
(0s*>) rms rad/s2 
(0S) rms rad/s2 
( Z u / ) rms m/s 2 
{4>uf ) rms rad/s2 
(Zur) rms HI /S2 


































































3.5.2 INFLUENCE OF VEHICLE SPEED 
The ride and pavement load responses to rough load excitations are strongly 
influenced by the vehicle speed. The effect of vehicle speed is thus investigated by 
considering three different speeds: 30, 50 and 70 km/h. The model analysis in this case is 
limited to half-full passenger load and nominal tire pressure (689.48 kPa). Table 3.4 
summarizes the effect of vehicle speed on the responses in terms of ride and tire load 
measures. The results clearly show that the most significant effect of vehicle speed on all 
the response measures. The rms vertical, roll and pitch accelerations responses of the bus 
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body increase considerably with increasing vehicle speed. It is observed that the rms 
vertical and pitch acceleration nearly double when vehicle speed is increased from 30 to 
70 km/h, while the corresponding increase in roll acceleration is quite small. The 
magnitudes of vertical and roll rms accelerations of the axles also increase considerably 
with increasing vehicle speed. The dynamic load coefficients for all tires at 70 km/h are 
nearly twice those at 30 km/h, although the relative effect on peak tire forces is relatively 
small. It should be noticed that the peak dynamic tire forces are higher for right side of 
the track since the right track of the road was relatively more rough compared to the left 
track. 
Table 3.4: Influence of operating speed on the ride and tire force related performance 
measures (CDN road; half load; 100 psi). 
Performance Measure 
(zsb) ^ m/s2 
(4>sb) rms rad/s2 
0s) rms rad/s2 
(Zuf ) rms m / s 2 
(0uf ) rms rad/s2 
(Zur) rms m / s ? 



































































3.5.3 INFLUENCE OF ROAD ROUGHNESS 
Road roughness is one of the most important factors influencing the vehicle 
performance measures. Urban roads generally exhibit greater roughness than the highway 
surfaces. Furthermore, urban road surfaces may comprise distinct irregularities due to 
drain covers and pot holes. The road roughness effect on the performance measures is 
investigated by considering excitations due to three different road roughness profiles 
termed as smooth, medium-rough and rough, as described in section 2.2. The analyses are 
performed assuming no passenger load, forward speed of 50 km/hr and nominal tire 
pressure of 689.48 kPa. The ride and tire-force related measures illustrating the effect of 
road roughness are summarized in Table 3.5. These results clearly show that all the 
response measures increase considerably with increasing road roughness. The results 
suggest that the road and the vehicle form a closed-loop coupled system. Vehicle 
vibration contributes to determination of road roughness due to large magnitude of 
dynamic wheel loads. The resulting greater roughness of the road surface causes even 
large magnitudes of vibration leading to further increase in the surface roughness. 
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Table 3.5: Influence of road roughness on the performance measures (empty load,50 
km/hr, 100 psi). 
Performance Measure 
(zsb) rms m/s2 
(4>sb) rms rad/s2 
(6S) rms rad/s2 
(Zuf) rms m / s 2 
(0u / ) rms rad/s2 
(Zur) rms HI / s 2 
(4>ur) rms r a d / s 2 
Z>ZC> 
































































3.5.4 INFLATION PRESSURE EFFECT ON THE PERFORMANCE MEASURES 
The vehicle ride responses are related to stiffness properties of the tires apart from 
many other design and operating factors. The Vertical tire stiffness is strongly dependent 
on the inflation pressure as previously discussed in Section 2.2. A lower inflation 
pressure would yield lower vertical tire stiffness and thus lower dynamic tire force arising 
from tire-pavement interaction and lower contact pressure as a result of increased length 
of the contact patch. A lower pressure, however, may cause rapid tire wear. Considering 
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that the tire pressure ratings are designed for peak operating load, a lower operating 
pressure may be selected under lighter passenger load that causes comparable tire 
deformation and thus the wear rate. The influence of inflation pressure variations on the 
vehicle performance measures are thus analyzed by carefully selecting the tire pressure 
corresponding to different load conditions: empty and half-full the analyses are 
performed for one road-roughness excitations (CDN), while the forward speed is taken as 
50 km/h. The effects of inflation pressure on the smooth and medium rough roads are 
analyzed only under medium loading condition at the same forward speed. Tables 3.6 
and 3.7 summarize the effects of inflation pressure on the ride and tire force related 
measures of the vehicle subject to rough road excitation, and empty and half loading 
conditions, respectively. The results show that the magnitudes of rms vertical 
acceleration of the bus body increased by 10 and 7.78 % as the pressure increased from 
75 to 120 psi at empty and half loading conditions, respectively. The rms roll and pitch 
accelerations of the bus body also increases slightly, around 6%, as the tire pressure 
increases from 75 to 120 psi. The dynamic load coefficients of the front-left, front-right, 
rear-left and rear-right also increase by 31.2, 28.1, 34.1 and 34.1%, respectively, under 
the considered pressure increase (75 to 120 psi) for the empty bus. The corresponding 
percentage increase in the dynamic load coefficients at half loading condition are 30.6, 
27.98, 32.05 and 32.6%, respectively. 
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Table 3.6: Influence of inflation pressure on the vehicle performance measures of the bus 
(CDN road; empty load; 50 km/h). 
Performance Measure 
(zsb) nro m/s2 
(4>sb) mis rad/s2 
(0S) rms rad/s2 
(?-uf ) rms m/s 2 
($u/ )rms rad/s2 
(Zur) rms HI / s 2 







































































































Table 3.7: Influence of inflation pressure on the vehicle performance measures of the bus 
( CDN road; half load; 50 km/h). 
Performance Measures 
(zsb) rms m/s2 
(4>sb) rms rad/s2 
0S) rms rad/s2 
(Zuf ) rms m / s 2 
(0U / ) rms rad/s2 
(Zur) rms HI / s 2 
(0ur) rms rad/s2 














































































































Tables 3.8 and 3.9 summarize the effects of the inflation pressure on selected vehicle 
responses to excitations arising from medium-rough (SAP) and smooth (RTS) roads, 
respectively. The results are obtained under half loading conditions and forward speed of 
50 km/h. The results show the same trend where all the performance measures increase 
with tire pressure. The sprung mass acceleration responses increase by nearly 3.30 and 
0.6 %, when the tire pressure is increased from 75 to 120 psi for the SAP and RTS roads, 
respectively. The corresponding increases in the DLC are most notable, for the medium-
rough (SAP) road. The results clearly suggest that operating under constant tire inflation 
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pressure is detrimental to both driver/passenger ride comfort and dynamic loads 
transmitted to urban roads, when the bus is slightly loaded. 
Table 3.8: Influence of inflation pressure on the vehicle performance measures of the bus 
( SAP road; half load; 50 km/h). 
Performance Measures 
(zsb) ^ m/s2 
(0sb) rms rad/s2 
(0S) rms rad/s2 
(?uf ) rms m/s 2 
(0u/ ) rms rad/s2 
\^ur) rms rn 'S 
(0u r ) rms rad/s2 










kN (Ftri)max kN 
(FtrR)max kN 
































































































Tables 3.6 to 3.9 also present the influence of variations in tire pressure on the rms 
vertical acceleration transmitted to the driver mass. This measure directly related to the 
driver exposure to vertical vibration when the recommended w* frequency-weighting is 
applied [1]. This study focuses on un-weighted rms vertical acceleration in order to assess 
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relative effects of the tire inflation pressure on the magnitudes of transmitted vibration. It 
also needs to be emphasized that magnitude of diver mass acceleration will also depend 
on properties of suspension at the seat. The results suggest that lowering tire pressure 
would help reduce the rms vertical acceleration of the drive mass. The lower tire pressure 
may yield grater benefit in attenuating the shock motion caused by irregularities in the 
road surface, which are not investigated in the study. 
Table 3.9: Influence of inflation pressure on the vehicle performance measures of the bus 
( RTS road; half load; 50 km/h). 
Performance Measure 
(zsb) rms m/s2 
(0sb) rms rad/s2 
(0S) rms rad/s2 
(Zuf ) rms m / s 2 
(0u/ ) rms rad/s2 
\^ur) rms rn /S 
(<t>ur) rms r a d / s 2 












































































































The effect inflation pressure on the driver body vertical acceleration is thoroughly 
investigated under excitations arising from the three classified roads at half loading 
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conditions while the forward speed is taken as 50 km/h. For the CDN road, the driver 
body vertical acceleration rises from 0.81 to 0.88 m/s as the pressure increases from 75 
to 120 psi, the percentage of increase is thus 8.37%, as illustrated in Table 3.7. 
For the SAP road, the percentage of increase is 6.06%, as illustrated in Table 3.8, 
the value of acceleration increases from 0.62 to 0.65 m/s as pressure increases from 75 
to 120 psi, while the percentage of increase of driver body vertical acceleration is 2.85 % 
since it increases from 0.4908 to 0.5048 m/s . Based on these results it is clearly evident 
that magnitudes of transmitted vibrations increases with tire pressure increase, and the 
percentage of increase is higher for rough road. 
3.6 Validation of the Bus Model 
The governing equations of motion of the vehicle model are solved under 
excitations arising from road profiles of different roads in Montreal. The roughness 
profiles of each road have been defined in the vicinity of left- and right-tracks [5]. The 
analyses are performed under different loading conditions, constant forward speeds and 
inflation pressures. The resulting responses are expressed in terms of PSD of 
accelerations of the sprung and unsprung masses. The model results are compared with 
reported field measurement data [5] to examine the model validity. Owing to variations in 
forward speed, road conditions and passenger load, the measured data, in most cases 
describe the ranges of acceleration PSD and mean values computed over a number of 
runs on a particular road. The model responses are evaluated at a forward speed of 50 
km/h and nominal tire pressure. 
Figure 3.8 (a) illustrates comparison of PSD of vertical bus body acceleration 
response of the model with the mean measured data, the simulations were performed 
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under a relatively rough road excitations (CDN: Cote-des-Neiges). The PSD of vertical 
acceleration response at the driver seat location is compared with the ranges of measured 
data in Figure 3.8 (b). Figure 3.9 illustrates comparisons of the vertical acceleration 
responses to excitations from a relatively smoother road (SAP: Saint-Patrick) with 
corresponding measured data. The comparisons in general show reasonably good 
agreement between the model and measured results. The model responses and measured 
data exhibit clear peaks in the vicinity of sprung and unsprung masses frequencies near 1 
Hz and 8.5-9 Hz, apart from other peaks near the axle roll natural frequencies. The model 
responses at the driver seat, however, differ considerably from the measured data. The 
acceleration response at the seat peak near 1 Hz, while the measured data exhibits peaks 
near roll/pitch (0.5-0.9) and vertical mode frequencies (1.5 Hz) of the vehicle. 
Furthermore, the magnitudes of computed seat response are generally lower than the 
measured data, particularly at frequencies above 2 Hz. Such deviations between the 
measured and computed results could be attributed to many factors, including: (i) 
consideration of the simplified occupant-seat model with occupant represented by a rigid 
mass; (it) lack of consideration of the particular suspension seat used in the test vehicle; 
(Hi) possible differences in roughness characteristics of the test road and the road surfaces 
considered in the simulation; and (iv) variations of the forward speed of the test bus 
during measurements. 
Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show comparisons of sprung mass pitch and roll 
acceleration PSD responses of the model with the range of measured data for relatively 
rough and smooth road excitations, respectively. The model responses exhibit trends are 
in reasonably good agreement with the measured data, although considerable deviations 
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are evident in the magnitudes. These deviations are attributable the above-stated factors. 
The lack of consideration of dynamic tire stiffness, which is a combined function of 
speed and inflation pressure, together with the flexural bending mode of the bus bending 
frame are also expected to contribute to errors. Figures 3.12 and 3.13 compare the vertical 
and roll acceleration PSD responses, respectively, of the unsprung masses of the vehicle 
model subject to rough road excitations (CDN) with the measured data. The comparison 
of vertical and roll unsprung masses responses to excitations due to SAP with the 
measured data are presented in Figures 3.14 and 3.15, respectively. The results again 
show reasonably good agreement between the model and responses, although 
considerable deviation can be observed between the two at higher frequencies above 30 
Hz. These deviations are most likely attributed to flexibility of the bus frame and axle 
components, which are not considered in the model. 
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Frequency (Hz) 
Figure 3.8: Comparison of vertical acceleration PSD responses of the model with the 
measured data bus body (CDN road, 50 km/h): (a) sprung mass vertical acceleration; and 
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of vertical acceleration PSD responses of the model with the 
measured data bus body (SAP road, 50 km/h): (a) sprung mass vertical acceleration; and 


















Figure 3.10: Comparison of PSD of bus body roll and pitch acceleration responses of the 




Figure 3.11: Comparison of PSD of bus body roll and pitch acceleration responses of the 


























Figure 3.12: Comparison of vertical acceleration PSD responses of the unsprung masses 
with the range of measured data (CDN road, 50 km/h): (a) front-axle; and (b) rear-axle. 
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Frequency (Hz) 
Figure 3.13: Comparison of roll acceleration PSD responses of the unsprung masses with 















Figure 3.14: Comparison of vertical acceleration PSD responses of the unsprung masses 













Figure 3.15: Comparison of roll acceleration PSD responses of the unsprung masses with 
the range of measured data (SAP road, 50 km/h): (a) front-axle; and (b) rear-axle. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Cornering Properties and Handling Modeling 
4.1 Introduction 
The directional dynamic and stability limits of heavy vehicles during maneuvers 
are strongly related to handling characteristics and response arising from steering and/or 
braking inputs. Heavy vehicles experience considerable variations in operating 
conditions, namely load, speed and road conditions. Tire properties play a vital role in 
determining the vehicle handling performance since they influence the vertical and lateral 
forces generated at the vehicle-road interface, which control the vehicle motions during 
maneuvers. The implementation of a CTIS may lead to vehicle operation with tires 
pressure lower than the recommended pressure, particularly at light loads. The reduced 
pressure would affect the cornering characteristics of tires and thus the handling 
properties, although minimal information exists in this regard. 
As mentioned earlier in section 1.2, a vast number of one-, two- and three-
dimensional analytical models of road vehicles have been developed for handling and 
directional dynamic analyses [22-24,32,33]. The one- and two-dimensional yaw-plane 
models are considered adequate for analyses of lateral dynamics and handling properties 
of vehicles, when the contribution due to roll dynamics is considered negligible [6,31]. 
Three-dimensional analytical models are applied in the[presence of vehicle roll motions 
[32,33]. Such models, however, have not been applied to study the effect of tire pressure 
on handling responses, although the effect of tire inflation pressure could be evaluated, 
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provided that the cornering properties are characterized for the chosen inflation pressure 
and the load. The cornering properties of different heavy vehicle tires have been 
measured under different loads and inflation pressures [30], which may be applied to 
characterize the tire cornering properties. 
In this chapter, two-dimensional and three-dimensional models of the vehicle are 
formulated to investigate the handling properties under steering inputs. The reported tire 
data are used to propose a nonlinear regression model in cornering properties as a 
function of inflation pressure and normal load. The nonlinear vertical properties of tire 
and suspension components, presented in Chapter 2, are also incorporated in the three-
dimensional model for transient handling analysis. 
4.2 Two-Dimensional Handling Model 
The handling properties of road vehicles are mostly evaluated in the yaw-plane 
using a two-dimensional model [40]. The two-dimensional yaw-plane model is adapted in 
this study, as shown in Figure 4.1. The handling model is subject to steering inputs at 
front-left and right wheels Sf, and Sf0. The governing equations are formulated by 
considering a body-fixed coordinate system (x,y) and an inertial coordinate system (X, Y). 
The contributions due to roll and pitch dynamics to the lateral motions are assumed to be 
small and thus neglected, while the vehicle is assumed to travel at a constant forward 
speed. The degrees-of-freedom in this model are limited to lateral and yaw motions in the 
horizontal plane, while unsprung masses are rigidly attached to the sprung mass. There 
are no significant tire forces present in the longitudinal direction. Furthermore, the 
steering system dynamics is also ignored in the model and the steering input is assumed 
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to be given directly to the front wheels [31,40]. The lateral load transfers attributed to 




Figure 4.1: Two-dimensional yaw-plane vehicle handling model. 
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4.2.1 EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
The equations of motions of the three-DOF yaw plane model are formulated in 
the inertial coordinate system and expressed below 
max = Fxf0 cos((5/0) + Fxfi cos(8fi) + Fxri + Fxro - Fyfi sin(5 /() -
Fyf0 sin(5 /0) 
(4.1) 
may = Fxfi sin (8fi) + Fxf0 sm(8fo ) + Fyfi cos(Sfi) + Fyfo cos (5f0) + 
Pyn + FYTO 
IZI2 = [ Fxfi sinOSf; ) + Fyfi cos (Sfi) + Fxf0 sin(5 /0) + Fyf0 cos (5 / 0) ]lf -
[Fyro + Fyro\h + [Fyfi s™{8fd - Fxfi cos(8fi)]tfi + [Fxfo cos(5 /0) - (4-3) 
Fyf0 sm(Sfo)]tfo + Fxritri + Fxrotro 
Where m is the vehicle mass, and Fxj0 and Fxfi are longitudinal forces developed by the 
outside and inside tires on the front axle, respectively. Fxri and Fxro are the respective 
longitudinal forces due to rear axle inside and outside tires. Fyf, and Fy/0 are the cornering 
forces developed by the inside and outside front axle tires, respectively, and Fyri and i y 0 
are the respective forces due to rear axle tires. Iz is yaw mass moment of inertia of the 
total bus mass about the z-axis and Q is its yaw rate. // and lr are the distance form bus eg 
to the front and rear axles, respectively, tf, and //0are the lateral distance between the front 
axle eg and inner and outer front tire contact points, respectively, and tri and tro are 
respective lateral coordinates of the inner and outer rear tire contact points from the rear 
axle e.g. aj}, aj0, ari and aro are the inner-front, outer-front, inner- rear and outer-rear tire 
slip angles, respectively. The longitudinal (ax) and lateral (ay) accelerations are related to 
vehicle velocities Vx and Vy through coordinate transformation [6]: 
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ax = Vx- VVQ 
ay = Vy + VXQ 
Where Vx and Vy are the longitudinal and lateral vehicle velocities, respectively. 
Furthermore, following kinematic relations are used to compute the resultant vehicle 
heading and path trajectory: 
X = Vx cos (y) - Vy sin (y) 
Y = Vx sin (y) + Vy cos (y) (4-5) 
y = Q 
Where y is the yaw angle of the vehicle. 
4.2.2 TIRE NORMAL LOADS 
A road vehicle experiences load transfer to/from inner and the outer tires during a 
steady-turn, which instantaneously alter tire forces during the maneuver. The 
instantaneous tire forces can be derived from quasi-static equilibrium, considering the 
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Where huf and hur are the heights of the front and rear axle roll centers, respectively, 
which are assumed to be fixed, hscg is the sprung mass eg height with respect to ground. 
msbf and m^are the proportions of the sprung mass supported by the front and rear axles, 
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respectively, as described in Eq. (2.22). The above instantaneous loads are subsequently 






















Figure 4.2: Instantaneous tire forces: (a) front-axle tires; and (b) rear-axle tires. 
4.3 Three-Dimensional Handling Model 
Urban buses are designed with soft air suspension to provide better attenuation of 
vibration cause by relatively rough urban roads. Furthermore, the steering axle is 
designed without an anti-roll bar due to lack of adequate space. The soft air suspension 
coupled together with a single roll bar at the rear axle alone, would yield relatively low 
roll stiffness and considerable roll motion of the sprung mass. This is also evident from 
the measured roll vibration reported in [1]. The two-dimensional yaw-plane model 
presented in the previous section may not yield adequate prediction of handling response 
in presence of appreciable roll motion. Consequently, a three-dimensional vehicle model 
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is formulated to incorporate both yaw and roll motions of the sprung mass together with 
nonlinear suspension and tire properties. 
The model considers a total of five-DOF attributed to lateral, yaw and roll 
motions of the sprung mass, and roll motions of the two unsprung masses. The road 
surface is assumed perfectly flat. The suspension deflection is thus entirely attributed to 
lateral load transfer and roll deflection of the sprung and unsprung masses. A constant 
forward speed is assumed with negligible pitch motion, while the vertical motion arises 
only from the roll motion about the roll center. Furthermore, the air resistance, and 
tractive or braking inputs are ignored [24,32,33]. The axles are treated as beam axles, 
which are free to roll and bounce with respect to the sprung mass to which they are 
attached. A schematic of the model in the roll plane is illustrated in Figure 4.4, while the 
three-dimensional model is shown in Figure 4.3. The roll and yaw deflections are 
assumed to be small and the products of inertia are assumed to be negligible in the (x,y,z) 
coordinate system [24]. 
The roll motion of the sprung mass is assumed to takes place about the sprung 
mass roll center (RC), as shown in Figure 4.4. The unsprung masses (axles) roll centers 
are assumed to be located in their respective mass centers. The nonlinear suspension 
component models, described in Chapter 2, are incorporated in the model. The cornering 
force produced by a given tire is considered to be a nonlinear function of the slip angle, 
vertical load and inflation pressure. The influence of wheel camber on the lateral force 
generation has been neglected. 
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Figure 4.1: Three-dimensional yaw/roll plane model of the vehicle. 
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Figure 4.4: Roll plane representation of the three-dimensional yaw/roll-plane handling 
model. 
4.3.1 EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
Assuming negligible effect of bounce and pitch dynamics and the aligning 
moment of the vehicle tires, the three-dimensional model of the vehicle is represented by 
5 DOF systems comprising lateral, roll and yaw motions due to the sprung mass, and roll 
motions of the unsprung masses. The equations of motion are derived upon considering 
the nonlinear force-deflection relationships for the air springs and force-velocity 
characteristics of shock absorbers, described In Chapter 2. The equations of motion 
governing the motions of the sprung and unsprung masses are expressed below 
[24,32,33]: 
Lateral vehicle motion: 
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may — Tns(hs(j>s) = FXf{ sin (fyj) + FXf0 sm(Sf0 ) + Fjy,- cos(5^,-) + 
Fyf0 cos {8f0) + Fyri + Fyro 
Sprung mass roll motion: 
h<t>4>s ~ ™s(ay - hs(f>s)hs = (Fsdf0 - Fsdfi) ldfm + (Fsfi - Fsf0) lsf + 
(Fsdro - Fsdri) ldrm + (Fsri - Fsr0) lsr + msbghs^)s + /fy(0ur - </>s) 
Front axle roll motion: 
luf'4>uf = ~{Psdf0 - Fsdfi) ldfm - (Fsfi - Fsfo) lsf + Ftfitfi - Ftfotfo 
+ {Fyfi + Fyf0)(hscg - huf) - mufay(hscg -hs- Kf) 




(4.10) 'urtyur \rSUro rSuri) l-drm K^$ri ''^ro) *sr ' '^ri'-ri rtrotro + 
(Fyri + Fyr0){hscg - hur) - muray(hscg - hs - huf) - ^ ( 0 u r - <ps) 
Vehicle yaw motion: 
IZQ = (murlr - muflf)ay - [Fyro + Fyro]lr + [ Fxfi sin {5fi ) + 
Fyfi cos (6>() + Fxf0 sin(o>0 ) + Fyf0 cos (8f0) ]lf + [Fyfi sin(S/() - ( 4 j ^ 
Fxn cos(Sfi)]tfi + \Fxfo cos(8f0) - Fyfo sin(5/0)J tf0 + Fxritri + Fxrotro 
Where ax and ay are the longitudinal and lateral accelerations, respectively, of the vehicle 
mass obtained from Eq. (4.4). <ps, <puf and #vare the roll angles of bus body, and front and 
rear axles, respectively. Isbp and Iz are the roll and yaw mass moments of inertia of the bus 
body (sprung mass), respectively about its mass center (eg), and /„/ and Iur are the roll 
mass moments of inertia of the front and rear axles assemblies, respectively, about their 
respective mass centers. Kv is anti-roll bar roll stiffness, and Fs and Fsd represent the air 
spring and damper forces, respectively, while the subscripts /, o, / and r refer to inner 
side, outer side, front axle and rear axle geometrical positions of the suspension forces, 
and vertical and lateral tire forces, respectively. The suspension forces and tire vertical 
forces are derived from formulations presented in Chapter 2. 
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4.3.2 TIRE CORNERING PROPERTIES 
The reported measured data on cornering properties of tires [30] are analyzed to 
derive a regression base model for characterizing tire cornering stiffness properties as a 
function of vertical load and inflation pressure. Although the data reported for different 
tires lacked definite trends with changes in inflation pressure, the data reported for heavy 
vehicle tires generally revealed some consistent trends. Figure 4.5 shows the variations in 
cornering stiffness of three different heavy vehicle tires under different inflation 
pressures and two different normal loads (17.79 kN and 26.69 kN) [30]. Data reveals an 
increase in cornering stiffness with increase in inflation pressure at the higher load. A 
further increase in inflation pressure causes the cornering stiffness to decrease for two of 
three tires considered in the reported study. The cornering stiffness, however, decreased 
with an increase in pressure at the lighter load. The data for 12R22.5 tire used in the bus 
considered in this study also exhibits low cornering stiffness at the light load, while at 
relatively lager load cornering stiffness increases as pressure reaches near 75-80 psi. The 
cornering stiffness then decreases as the pressure increases beyond 75 psi, as shown in 
the Figure 4.5. The cornering force developed by a tire is known to be a nonlinear 
function of the side-slip angle. Figure 4.6 further shows the effect of vertical load on 
lateral force-slip angle characteristics of 12R22.5 tire at an inflation pressure of 100 psi. 
It is evident that the lateral force of a tire increases with increasing normal load and is a 
nonlinear function of side-slip angle. The available measured data in cornering stiffness 
and lateral force under different normal loads and inflation pressures are utilized to 
formulate a relation between cornering stiffness and the tire vertical load at different 
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inflation pressures. A regression analysis has thus been performed to fit the available 
measured data using a cubic polynomial of the form: 
Ca(Ft) = Px Ft3 + p2 Ft2 + P3Ft + p4 (4.12) 
Where Ca is tire cornering stiffness (N/rad), F,is the vertical tire load (N), andpj top4 are 
constants. The measured data are used to identify the regression model coefficients 
corresponding to five different tire pressures (50, 75, 90, 100 and 120 psi). The computed 
constants are summarized in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1: Coefficients of the 3r order polynomial for the cornering stiffness. 






























Figure 4.7 illustrates the variations in cornering stiffness of the tire as a function of 
normal load function corresponding to different inflation pressures. The cornering 
properties derived from the regression model are compared with available measured data 
corresponding to two different loads at 50, 75 and 100 psi pressures. The model results at 
100 psi are compared with data reported over a wider range of normal loads. The results 
suggest that the cornering stiffness increases with increasing normal load. The peak 
cornering stiffness occurs at a relatively higher normal load at higher pressure compared 
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Figure 4.5: Measured data displaying the effect of inflation pressure on cornering 
stiffness of heavy vehicle tires under two different normal loads [30]. 
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Figure 4.6: Effect of tire load on lateral force (measured data for Michelin 12 R22.5 at 
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4.7: Effect of load on cornering stiffness at specific inflation pressures. 
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4.3.3 STEERING ANGLES 
It assumed the steering input is applied directly to the front tires, while the 
steering angles of the inner and outer tires of the front axle are derived using the 
Ackerman steering geometry, such that [10]: 
Sfi = , 
L L 
; and 8f0 = 
R
 2 R+-± 
/ 
(4.13) 
Where Sfi and S/0 are the inner and outer wheel steer angles, respectively. t/=tf, + t/0 is the 
front-axle track width, and R is turn radius. Assuming R»t//2, average steer angle can be 
approximated as L/R. The inside and outside wheels angles are then related to average 
steer angles Sf, as: 
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2L8f 2L5r ,A -, .^. 
s
'> = 2L^pr/ands'° = 2LTirf ( 4 M ) 
4.3.4 SLIP ANGLES AND TIRE LATERAL FORCES 
Referring to the Figure 4.1, the slip angles of the vehicle tires can be derived 
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For pure cornering analysis the lateral force Fy could be computed using the Magic Tire 
Formula [21] as a function of slip angle a and instant vertical load. The estimated 
cornering force may be considered valid for a specific inflation pressure. The application 
of regression model, defined in Eq. (4.12), could yield the related force at different 
inflation pressures. The general form of the magic tire formula used in the model is given 
by [21]: 
Fy = D sin[C tarTHfia _ E(Ba - tan _ 1(5a) )}] (4 1 6) 
Where C is the shape factor, D is peak value of the lateral force, B is stiffness factor, and 
E is the curvature factor. This empirical formula is capable of producing characteristics 
that closely match measured lateral force data as a function of the side-slip angle a [10]. 
For small slip angles, the lateral tire force relation between Fy and a can be approximated 
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by the linear relation, as stated earlier in Eq. (1.2). The quantity BCD represents the 
cornering stiffness Ca which can be determined from Eq. (4.12) corresponding to a 
specific slip angle and normal load defined for a given inflation pressure. The constants 
B, C, D and E in the magic formula are obtained using the measured data, which were 
identified as: 
C = 1.3 
D = HyFt 
£ = /(P,F t) 
Vy = fPt) 
Where /xy is the lateral tire-road adhesion coefficient, the value of /uy depends on the road 
surface and is found to be inversely proportional to the tire vertical load, as shown in 
Figure 4.8 for the dry asphalt road surface. The curvature factor E is a function of 
inflation pressure and the vertical load. The results of the regression analysis performed 
revealed that this factor can be approximated by a linear relationship in vertical load at 
specified inflation pressures, such that: 
E = a1Ft + a2 (4.18) 
Where the values of constants a; and 02 are listed in the Table 4.2,as a function of the 
inflation pressure. The variations in the curvature factor E are evaluated as a function of 
normal load and selected inflation pressures, as shown in Figure 4.9. The proposed model 
suggests that the magnitude of E decreases as the load increases for a given inflation 
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Figure 4.8: Variation in tire-road adhesion coefficient of a dry asphalt road with vertical 
load, calculated based on the measured data [30]. 
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Figure 4.9: Relationship between the curvature factor E and tire vertical load at selected 
inflation pressures. 
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The Evaluation of friction coefficient juy (F,) which is a function of vertical load, 
the curvature factor E(P,F,) and the cornering stiffness Ca(P,F,) could yield estimation of 
tire lateral force characteristics as a function of normal load and inflation pressure. 
The magic tire formula together with the curvature factor model is solved for two 
different loads (17.8 kN and 26.7 kN), where the measured data could be available. The 
computed lateral force-side slip relations for three different inflation pressures (50, 75 
and 100 psi) are compared with the reported data in Figures 4.10 to 4.12, respectively. 
The results show reasonably good agreements between the computed results and 
measured data for normal load and pressure conditions considered. 
Table 4.2: Constant coefficients for estimating the curvature factor E in the tire magic 
formula. 
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of lateral force-slip angle characteristics of tire computed from 
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of lateral force-slip angle characteristics of tire computed from 
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of lateral force-slip angle characteristics of tire computed from 
modified magic formula with measured data at an inflation pressure of 100 psi. 
4.4 Summary 
The two- and three-dimensional handling models of the urban bus are developed 
in this chapter to investigate to the effect of inflation pressure on the direction dynamics 
of the vehicle thereafter. The cornering properties of vehicle tire are characterized 
through formulation of modified magic tire formula using the available measured data. 
The regression models are proposed to characterize the cornering force as a function of 
normal load, slip angle and inflation pressure. The resulting model is applied to 
determine the handling properties of the vehicle under different loads and inflation 
pressures. 
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4.5 Simulation Parameters 
The mass and inertial parameters required to analyze the two- and three-
dimensional handling models of the Low Floor bus, developed in this chapter are 
summarized in Table 4.3. The geometrical parameters for the two-dimensional and the 
three-dimensional handling models are listed in the Tables 4.4 and 4.5, respectively. 
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Effect of Tire Inflation Pressure on Handling 
Performance 
5.1 Introduction 
A number of studies have experimentally investigated influences of tire pressure on 
the ride and pavement loading performances of heavy road and off-road vehicles [11,41]. 
reduced tire pressure could affect the roll and lateral dynamic performance of the vehicle 
in a adverse manner, which has not been addressed thus far. The handling dynamics 
model of the bus together with the cornering force model for the tires, developed in 
previous chapter are applied to determine the influences of tire pressure on selected 
handling properties of the vehicle. The handling dynamic responses are obtained under 
two types of steering inputs, step and sinusoidal, representing steady turning and path 
change type of maneuvers, respectively. The responses are evaluated under different tire 
pressures and discussed to highlight the effects of inflation pressures on various 
directional response measures such as yaw and roll rates, lateral acceleration, load 
transfer, lateral forces, slip angles, cornering stiffness, and sprung and unsprung masses 
roll angles. The influence of inflation pressure and loading conditions on the understeer 
coefficient, which represents an important measure for steady state handling 
characteristics, is also discussed. 
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5.2 Comparison of Two- and Three-Dimensional Handling 
Models 
The steering response characteristics of the two- and three-dimensional models, 
presented in Chapter 4 are obtained under selected steering inputs and the results are 
compared for the two models. The comparisons are discussed to highlight relative merits 
of the models for their application in the handling analysis for different tire pressures. 
5.2.1 RESPONSES TO A STEP STEER INPUT 
The response characteristics of the handling models are evaluated under 2° ramp-
step steer input, as shown in Figure 5.1, while the forward speed is kept constant at 15 
m/s. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 illustrate variations in the yaw rate, lateral acceleration, front 
and rear-axle load transfers, and slip angles, lateral force and cornering stiffness. The 
figures compare the responses of the two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional 
(yaw/roll) models. The simulation results were obtained using nominal tire pressure (100 
psi). Figure 5.2 compares the yaw rate, lateral acceleration, and variations in normal 
loads and side slip angles of the front and rear axle tires responses of the two models. The 
responses in terms of lateral forces and cornering stiffness are presented in Figure 5.3, 
while Figure 5.2 compares the side slip angles responses. 
The results show similar steady state values of the yaw rate and lateral 
acceleration responses of the two models, while the 2D model tends to suppress 
oscillations in the lateral acceleration response, as shown in Figure 5.2 (b). This is 
attributed to roll motion of the bus body, which is not considered in the 2D model. The 
two-dimensional model also yields considerably higher load transfer at the front wheels 
but lower for the rear wheels compared with the three-dimensional model responses, as 
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seen in Figures 5.2 (c) and 5.2 (d). This is attributed to lack of consideration of the 
unsprung mass roll and the suspension roll stiffness in the two-dimensional model. This 
is also evident from the load transfer relationships derived in the previous chapter. 
Referring to the Eq. (4.6), the load transfer of the front and rear axles tires, denoted by 
LTRj and LTRr, are expressed as: 
LTRf = 
LTRr = 
msbfayhscg + mufayhuf 
tfi + t/o 
^•sbr^-y^-scg _ ' TTT-ur^-y^-ur 








Figure 5.1: Step steer input 
The load transfer of the front and rear axle wheels, derived for the three-dimensional are 
expressed as [34]: 




msbrayhsg + murdyhur + Kr(ps 
tri T tro 
Where Kf and Kr are the roll stiffness coefficients of the front- and rear-axle suspension, 
respectively, and hsg is the roll center height with respect to ground. Referring to the Eq. 
(5.2), the load transfer distribution due to the three-dimensional model is strongly 
dependent on the roll stiffness of the axles, while that of two-dimensional model is 
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distributed in accordance with the static axle loads. Furthermore, the roll stiffness of the 
rear axle is significantly larger than that of the front axle due to additional anti-roll bar 
employed in the rear axle suspension. The greater load on the rear axle, however, causes 
considerably larger load transfer of the rear axle. The results also show oscillations in the 
normal load responses of the yaw/roll model, as observed in the lateral acceleration 
response, which is attributed to the roll-DOF of the sprung mass. Furthermore, the load 
transfer of the inner and outer tires of the same axle are nearly identical for the 2-D 
model, while slightly differences could be observed in case of the three-dimensional 
model, as shown in Figures 5.2 (c) and (d). This slight difference can be attributed to 
nonlinear vertical force-deflection characteristics of the tires. 
The results further show good agreement between the 2D and three-dimensional 
models in terms of the slip angle and lateral tire force response, as seen in Figures 5.2 
and 5.3. The yaw-roll model responses, however, exhibit oscillations attributed to sprung 
mass roll motion. The cornering stiffness responses (Figure 5.3) of the three-dimensional 
model tend to be lower for the front wheels but higher for the rear wheels, when 
compared to those of the 2-D model. This behavior is identical to that observed in the 
normal tire loads in Figure 5.2. Considering that a tire cornering force is directly related 
to its normal load, the observed differences can be attributed to the differences in normal 
load responses of the two models. It should be noticed that all the responses of the three-
dimensional model oscillate at a frequency close to 0.5 Hz prior to approaching their 
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Figure 5.2: Comparisons of steering response characteristics of two- (2D) and three-
(yaw/roll) dimensional handling dynamic models: (a) yaw rate; (b) lateral acceleration; 
(c) inner front wheel load transfer; (d) inner rear wheel load transfer; (e) inner front 
wheel slip angle and (f) ) inner rear wheel slip angle 
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Figure 5.3: Comparisons of steering response characteristics of two- (2D) and three-
(yaw/roll) dimensional handling dynamic models: (a) inner front wheel lateral force; (b) 
inner rear wheel lateral force; (c) inner front wheel cornering stiffness; (d) outer front 
cornering stiffness; (e) inner rear wheel cornering stiffness and (f) outer rear wheel 
cornering stiffness 
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Figure 5.4 compares the path trajectory responses of the two models under the selected 
ramp-step steer input. The results suggest that the 2-D model yields a slightly larger turn 
radius compared to the three-dimensional model. This difference is attributed to slightly 
lower value of the yaw rate response of the 2-D model, and coupling between the yaw 
and roll responses of the three-dimensional model. 
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Figure 5.4: Path trajectory responses of two- and three-dimensional models under a ramp-
step steer input. 
5.2.2 RESPONSES TO A SINE STEER INPUT 
The transient responses of the handling models are evaluated under a lane-change 
type of steering maneuver, which can be idealized by a 0.4 Hz single cycle sinusoidal 
steer input [31]. Figure 5.5 illustrates variations in the steering angle considering 2° 
amplitude. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 compare the responses of the two- and three-dimensional 
models under sinusoidal steer input at a forward speed of 20 m/s, while the tire pressure 
is considered as 100 psi. The results, in-general, show good agreements in lateral 
acceleration and yaw rate responses of the two models, while the load transfer and tire 
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lateral responses differ considerably. Responses of the three dimensional model, in-
general, exhibit oscillations, which are absent in the 2-D model responses. The 
oscillations are attributed to contributions due to roll motions of the sprung and unsprung 
masses in the 3-D model. Such oscillations also cause greater load transfer from the inner 
tires to the outer tires compared to those observed in the 2-D model responses, as seen in 
Figure 5.6. It should be noticed that normal loads on the outside tires increase, while the 
magnitude of the change is nearly identical to those of the inside tires. The rear-axle 
normal load transfer is considerably larger compared to the front axle tires, which is 
attributable to greater rear axle load. The side-slip angles and lateral force responses of 
the inside tires for the two models are somewhat comparable, as shown in the Figures 5.6 
and 5.7. The responses of the 2-D model, however, exhibit rapid decay in the response 
oscillations, which is attributable to lack of consideration of the roll motion of the sprung 
and unsprung masses. 
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The path change trajectory responses of the two modes are further compared in Figure 
5.8. The results show that the two-dimensional model yields relatively greater steady-
state lateral deviation compared with that of the three-dimensional model. This can be 
directly related slightly lower magnitude of yaw rate response of the 2-D model. 
The results presented in Figures 5.2 to 5.8 suggest that the three-dimensional model is 
more reliable for predicting the handling performance of the heavy vehicle specially the 
transient handling properties, since the vehicle sprung and unsprung masses exhibit 
considerably roll motions. On the other hand, the two-dimensional model yields 
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Figure 5.6 Comparisons of steering response characteristics of two- (2D) and three-
(yaw/roll) dimensional handling dynamic models: (a) yaw rate; (b) lateral acceleration; 
(c) inner front wheel load transfer; (d) inner rear wheel load transfer; (e) inner front 
wheel slip angle and (f) ) inner rear wheel slip angle 
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Figure 5.7: Comparisons of steering response characteristics of two- (2D) and three-
(yaw/roll) dimensional handling dynamic models: (a) inner front wheel lateral force; (b) 
inner rear wheel lateral force; (c) inner front wheel cornering stiffness; (d) outer front 
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of the two- and three-dimensional models trajectory change to a 
sinusoidal steering input 
5.3 Effect of Tire Inflation Pressure 
From the reported measured data and the corresponding tire models presented in 
sections 2.2 and 4.3, it is apparent that vertical and cornering properties are strongly 
influenced by the tire inflation pressure. Consequently, the vertical and lateral tire forces 
that determine the vehicle handling properties are greatly affected by inflation pressure. 
This effect of inflation pressure on the urban bus handling dynamics is investigated under 
two types of steering inputs representing a steady-turning maneuver (Figure 5.1) and a 
path change type of maneuver (Figure 5.5). 
5.3.1 SINUSOIDAL STEER INPUT 
The effect of tire inflation pressure on the transient handling response characteristics is 
evaluated using the three-dimensional (yaw/roll) model subject to a 0.4 Hz single 
sinusoid steer input with 2° amplitude (Figure 5.5), while the forward speed is kept 
constant at 20 m/s. The analyses are performed assuming half-full passenger load. The 
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tires inflation pressures are varied from 75 psi to 120 psi. The nonlinear cornering force 
properties of tires as a function of the inflation pressure, and instantaneous normal load 
and side slip angle are evaluated using the model described in section 4.3 and 
investigated in the three-dimensional model. The results are presented in the Figures 5.9 
to 5.11 in terms of yaw rate, lateral acceleration, roll angle, roll rate, normal tire loads, a 
lateral force and side-slip angles in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. 
The results show that the peak yaw rate and lateral acceleration responses 
increases with decreasing inflation pressure from 120 to 75 psi, as shown in Figure 5.9. 
This can be mostly attributed to reduced effective roll stiffness of the under-inflated tires. 
The increases in peak sprung and unsprung masses roll angles with decreasing pressure 
are clearly evident in Figures 5.9 (d) to 5.9 (f). 
The peak sprung mass roll angle increases from 3.40° to 4.25° when the pressure 
is decreased from 120 to 75 psi. The peak rear axle roll angle is approximately three 
times that of the front axle, which is attributable to relatively greater load on the rear axle. 
The corresponding increases in unsprung masses roll angles are far more substantial. The 
lower effective roll stiffness of the under-inflated tires causes greater peak lateral load 
transfer, as seen in Figures 5.10 (a) and 5.10 (b). The lateral force developed by the 
softer tire, however, increases due to greater tire contact patch with ground, as seen in 
Figures 5.10 (e) and 5.10 (f). The peak side-slip angle responses of the tires however 
decrease only slightly, and cornering stiffness coefficient of the tires with low pressure 
tend to be higher, as seen in Figure 5.11. A Lower inflation pressure yields higher 
cornering stiffness under lower vertical load, as discussed in section 4.3. The inner and 
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outer tires on an axle exhibit nearly out-of-phase variations in the cornering stiffness 
predominantly occur at the excitation (steering) frequency. 
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Figure 5.9: Effect of tire inflation pressure on the transient handling responses to a 
sinusoidal steer input: (a) yaw rate; (b) roll rate; (c) lateral acceleration; (d) sprung mass 
roll angle; (e) front-axle roll angle and (f) rear-axle roll angle. 
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Figure 5.10: Effect of tire inflation pressure on the handling responses to a sinusoidal 
steer input: (a) inner-front wheel load transfer; (b) outer-front wheel load transfer; (c) 
inner-front wheel slip angle; (d) outer-front wheel slip angle; (e) inner-front wheel lateral 
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Figure 5.11: Effect of inflation pressure on cornering stiffness responses of the tires under 
a sinusoidal steer input: (a) inner-front wheel; (b) outer-front wheel (c) inner-rear wheel; 
and (d) outer-rear wheel. 
5.3.2 STEP STEER INPUT 
Figures 5.12 to 5.14 illustrate the transient responses to 2° step steer input (Figure 
5.1) as a function of inflation pressure. The results presented in Figure 5.12 show that the 
peak yaw rate and lateral acceleration tend to be higher for lower inflation pressure as 
observed under the sinusoidal steering input. The yaw rate and lateral acceleration 
responses, however, show negligible sensitivity to the inflation pressure. It can thus be 
concluded that a lower tire pressure affects the transient yaw rate and lateral acceleration 
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responses in an adverse manner, while steady-state responses are only minimally 
influenced by the inflation pressure. The reduced roll stiffness of under-inflated tires 
yields higher peak roll rate of the sprung mass, as shown in Figure 5.12 (b). 
Considerably higher magnitudes of peak as well as steady-state roll deflections of the 
sprung and sprung masses are also apparent for lower inflation pressures, as seen in 
Figures 5.12 (d) to 5.12 (f). Increased roll deflections under lower inflation pressures 
produce higher load transfer, as shown to Figures 5.13 (a) to 5.13 (b). While under-
inflated tires generate slightly larger lateral tire force, as it was seen in responses to a 
sinusoidal steer, the corresponding side-slip angles are considerably smaller, as seen in 
Figures 5.13 (c) to 5.13 (d). The influence of tire pressure on the steady-state tire lateral 
force is very small, as it was observed for the yaw rate and lateral acceleration responses. 
The greater lateral force under a higher inflation pressure is associated with considerably 
higher side-slip angle but lower cornering stiffness, as shown in Figure 5.14. It should be 
noted that the steady-state vertical loads on the inner-front and rear tires would be less 
than their respective static load, which causes the cornering stiffness to increase at a 
lower inflation pressure. The load transferred to the outer tires increases their vertical 
loads and if this load is sufficiently high a higher inflation would yield higher cornering 
stiffness. The highest cornering stiffness occurs at 90 psi and 100 psi inflation pressures 
for the outer-front and rear tires, as shown in the Figure 5.14. 
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Figure 5.12: Effect of inflation pressure on the transient handling responses to a step steer 
input: (a) yaw rate; (b) roll rate; (c) lateral acceleration; (d) sprung mass roll angle; (e) 
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Figure 5.13: Effect of inflation pressure on the transient handling responses to a step steer 
input for the responses of: (a) inner-front wheel load transfer; (b) outer-front wheel load 
transfer; (c) inner-front wheel slip angle; (d) outer-front wheel slip angle; (e) inner-front 
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Figure 5.14: Effect of inflation pressure on the transient cornering stiffness response to a 
step steer input: (a) inner-front wheel cornering stiffness; (b) outer-front wheel cornering 
stiffness (c) inner-rear wheel cornering stiffness; and (d) outer-rear wheel cornering 
stiffness. 
Figure 5.15 illustrate the influence of inflation pressure on the trajectory of the path 
followed by the vehicle mass center under a step-steer input and different tire pressures. 
The results show that a higher tire inflation pressure yields slightly larger turning radius. 
This is simply attributed to slightly larger yaw response attained with lower tire inflation, 
as seen in Figure 5.12. 
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Figure 5.15: Effect of inflation pressure on bus trajectory due to step steer input. 
5.4 Steady State Handling 
The steady-state handling properties of a road vehicle are widely characterized by 
the understeer coefficient, Kus, the understeer coefficient relates to the distribution of 
normal load on the wheels and cornering properties of the tires [6]: 
fWf Wr\ 
\Cf CT/ (5.3) 
Where C/ and Cr are the effective cornering stiffnesses of the front and rear axle tires, 
respectively, and W{ and Wr are the vertical load supported by the front and rear axle tires, 
respectively. Apart from the normal load and cornering stiffness, the steady-state 
handling and the understeer coefficient are strongly influenced by a number of operating 
parameters such as speed, tire inflation pressure and acceleration/braking. It should be 
noted that the Kus in Eq. (5.3) is derived assuming linear cornering properties of tires, 
which can be considered valid for side-slip angles up to 3°. The steady-state handling 
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properties of road-vehicles are often derived assuming parallel front wheels steering 
angles, such that: 
K
 9 
Where Sav is the average front wheels steering angle, L is the vehicle wheel base, R is 
turning radius and ay is vehicle lateral acceleration. The average front wheels steering angle 
can also be related to average side-slip angles of the inside-and outside-tires, as: 
L
 r__ _ , 
8fav = K + laf-aA (5.5) 
Where Wf and ay are average side-slip angles of the inside and outside tires of the front 
and rear wheels, respectively. The understeer coefficient may thus be estimated from the 
changes in steer and slip angles with respect to the lateral acceleration, such that: 
dSfav d{a.rav — arav) 
Ks = 9-r— = 9 TZ (5.6) 
aay day v ' 
The above formulation can provide a direct estimate of Kus under different tire inflation 
pressure and operating conditions. Furthermore, estimates of lateral acceration and 
turning radius nay obtained from: ay=Vx2/R; and R=VX/Q. 
5.4.1 EFFECT OF INFLATION PRESSURE ON STEADY STATE HANDLING 
The influence of variations in the inflation pressure on the understeer coefficient 
is investigated over a wide range of forward speeds and operating loads. At low and 
medium speeds the vehicle generally exhibits understeer behavior, where the Kus may lie 
in the order of 0.1°. Figures 5.16 to 5.18 illustrate variations in Kus with forward speed 
ranging from 4 to 23 m/s under different tire inflation pressures for three different vehicle 
loads representing none, half-full and full passengers load, respectively. 
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A road vehicle may experience oversteer tendencies at higher speeds. The 
observed variations in Kus with vehicle speed are typical for heavy vehicles [43]. The 
results show that a higher inflation pressure produces slightly more understeer tendency 
at low and medium forward speeds less than 18 m/s (65km/h). A lower inflation pressure 
could yield greater oversteer tendency at a higher speed. 
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Figure 5.16: The effect of inflation pressure on the understeer coefficient with forward 
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Figure 5.17: The effect of inflation pressure on the understeer coefficient with forward 
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Figure 5.18: The effect of inflation pressure on the understeer coefficient with forward 
speed (full passenger load). 
5.4.2 EFFECT OF LOADING 
The results presented in Figures 5.19 to 5.22 further suggest greater understeer 
tendency with increasing load. This is attributable to larger rear axle load and higher 
cornering stiffness of rear tires under half-full and full passenger load conditions. The 
variations in passenger load, however, cause complex variations in the tire cornering 
properties and vehicle handling properties. The variations in number of passengers tend 
to vary coordinates of center of gravity, vertical load distribution, air suspension stiffness, 
tire vertical and cornering stiffness, and the yaw and roll mass moment of inertia in a 
highly complex manner, which would directly influence the vehicle handling dynamics. 
Further analyses are thus performed under three typical loading conditions, assuming 
uniform distribution of passengers in the bus. Owing to the suspension height valves, the 
vertical distances between the mass centers of the axles and the bus body are considered 
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to remain constant, while decrease in unsprung masses eg heights is estimated from the 
force-deflection properties of tires. 
Figures 5.19 to 5.22 illustrate the effect of loading condition on the vehicle 
understeer coefficient under different speeds ranging from 4 to 24 m/s, and different 
inflation pressures (75,90,100 and 120 psi). The results show that the understeer 
coefficient at lower speeds is proportional to the load, irrespective of the inflation 
pressure. At higher speeds the vehicle exhibit oversteer tendency and a higher load yields 
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Figure 5.19: The effect of vehicle load on the understeer coefficient at different speeds 
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Figure 5.20: The effect of vehicle load on the understeer coefficient at different speeds 
(tire pressure: 90 psi) 
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Figure 5.21: The effect of vehicle load on the understeer coefficient at different speeds 
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Figure 5.22: The effect of vehicle load on the understeer coefficient at different speeds 
(tire pressure: 120 psi). 
5.5 Summary 
In this chapter, transient and steady-steady handling responses of the two- and 
three-dimensional models are compared under two different types of steering inputs. The 
influence of tire inflation pressure on the transient and steady-state handling responses of 
the respective steering inputs is investigated. Furthermore, the influences of tire inflation 
pressure and passenger load on the understeer and oversteer tendencies of the vehicle at 
different speeds are also investigated. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Conclusions and Future Work 
6.1 Major Contributions 
The present dissertation research presents an analytical framework to determine the 
effect of inflation pressure on the ride, pavement loading and handling properties of the 
vehicle. A few studies have investigated the effect of the inflation pressure on the ride 
dynamics wheel loads experimentally in the context of central tire inflation system. An 
analytical study on the effects of tire pressure on ride and pavement loading could not be 
found in the literature. Moreover, the effects of tire pressure on the steady-state and 
transient handling properties have not been addressed in the reported studies, which is 
most likely attributed to lack of cornering force model of tire as a function of the inflation 
pressure. The cornering force model of the tire as a function of the inflation pressure is 
thus considered the major contribution of this work together with the analytical ride and 
handling models that permit the study of effects of tire pressure. It needs to be 
emphasized that the proposed tire model represents a preliminary effort and for more tire 
data are desirable to develop cornering force tire model. 
6.2 Conclusions 
This dissertation work presents analytical ride and handling dynamic models of an 
urban bus and analyses on the influences of variations in tire inflation pressure passenger 
loads on the dynamic performance of urban bus, particularly the ride vibration, pavement 
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loading and the handling characteristics, my conclusions drawn from the study are 
summarized below: 
• Reducing tire pressure yields lower vertical stiffness of tires, and a greater contact 
between the tire and the road. 
• A higher tire inflation pressure strongly affects the vehicle ride performance and 
yields greater magnitudes of vibration transmitted to the passengers and the 
driver, and a higher dynamic tire loads transmitted to the pavement that may lead 
to rapid pavement fatigue. 
• The peak cornering stiffness occurs at a lower vertical load as the inflation 
pressures decreases. 
• Low inflation pressure yields higher cornering stiffness at lower vertical loads, 
while higher vertical load yields higher cornering stiffness at higher inflation 
pressures. 
• The peak lateral force of (Fy vs a) response that obtained at a certain vertical tire 
load and inflation pressure is not influenced by tire pressure and is only function 
of the vertical load. 
• Shape factor E in Magic Formula is strongly dependent on the tire inflation 
pressure and vertical load and exhibit almost linear relation with the vertical load, 
the value of E decreases as load or tire pressure increases. 
• Magic Tire Formula is efficient to compute the lateral tire force as a function of 
side-slip angle, vertical load and inflation pressure and show excellent correlation 
with measured data. 
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• The simplified two-dimensional handling model can yield reasonably good 
predictions of the steady-state handling properties of the vehicle. A three-
dimensional model, however, is essential for analyses of transient handling 
responses of the vehicle, since a softer tire can yield greater sprung and unsprung 
mass roll. 
• Urban buses often operate with very light passengers load, particularly during off-
peak hours. The light passengers load coupled with relatively high nominal tire 
pressures yield considerably higher magnitudes of sprung mass vibration and thus 
poor ride quality. 
• The dynamic tire loads transmitted to the pavement are significantly higher with 
higher tire pressure. 
• The higher tire pressure also yields higher magnitudes of dynamic forces 
transmitted to the chassis structural components fatigue. 
• The ride quality, pavement loading and chassis loads are further influenced by the 
road roughness in an adverse manner. 
• Lower tire inflation pressure reduces the magnitudes of transmitted vibration 
through attenuation by the softer tire. 
• A lower inflation pressure also reduces the dynamic tire loads, which are 
- - distributed over a larger contact area. A lower inflation pressure under light 
passengers load is thus highly beneficial in enhancing the ride and pavement 
loading performance of the vehicle. 
• An increase in forward speed, in-general yields greater oversteer tendency for 
heavy vehicles. 
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• Low inflation pressure causes higher yaw and roll rates, and lateral acceleration of 
the sprung mass and greater roll deflections of the unsprung masses leading to 
higher load transfer. 
• A higher inflation pressure increases the understeer coefficient at low and 
medium forward speeds, but yields more oversteer tendency at higher speeds. 
6.3 Future Work 
This dissertation research represents a preliminary effort to characterize the role 
of tire pressure in context of vehicle handling properties. For more efforts are desirable to 
fully characterize the cornering properties of tires as a function of the inflation pressure. 
More specifically, it is suggested to undertake following studies to enhance the model 
quality and develop a more effective central tire inflation system. 
• Incorporate a distributed contact tire model instead of the point-contact in order to 
achieve more accurate description of the contact forces at the pavement surface 
and more reliable ride responses. 
• A control algorithm needs to be developed on the basis of the passenger load so as 
to operate the tires under the optimum inflation pressure. 
• Further studies are needed to determine the optimal tire pressure as a function of 
speed and road roughness conditions. These will allow the design of central tire 
inflation system for urban buses. 
• Experimental studies should be undertaken to characterize cornering properties of 
tires as a function of pressure, load and side slip angle. 
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• Further efforts are desirable in developing reliable tire cornering and braking 
forces models as a function of inflation pressure 
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